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1

Introduction

1.1

LUC was commissioned by East Northamptonshire Council in 2013 to undertake a study
examining the sensitivity of the landscape of the district to wind turbine development. The study
is required to inform decisions and will play a role in steering such development to the most
appropriate locations.

1.2

The study was overseen by a steering group of Council officers, and included a presentation and
workshop with members and key stakeholders.

The need for this study
1.3

East Northamptonshire Council is witnessing an increasing number of planning applications for
wind energy developments. The Landscape Sensitivity Assessment covering the district will
become part of the evidence base for the District and the emerging Four Towns Plan, and help to
manage the determination of planning applications for wind energy.

1.4

The overall aim of the assessment as set out in the study brief is to
•

provide a detailed landscape sensitivity study for wind energy development, and also to
provide a sound evidence base for the production of the East Northamptonshire Local
Development Plan.

•

assist the Development Management team in assessing wind energy applications.

Policy context
1.5

Balancing the need to support the transition to a low carbon future (a core planning principle of
the National Planning Policy Framework, NPPF 1) and the need for energy security (as recognised
in the National Policy Statement for Renewable Energy Infrastructure, EN-3) with the
management of East Northamptonshire’s unique and valued landscape is a key challenge.

1.6

The conservation of the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside is a core planning
principle in the NPPF. Paragraph 17 states that planning should “take account of the different
roles and character of different areas, promoting the vitality of our main urban areas, protecting
the Green Belts around them, recognising the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside
and supporting thriving rural communities within it”.

1.7

The NPPF positively encourages the development of renewable energy, recognising that there is a
responsibility on all communities to contribute to energy generation from renewable or low carbon
sources. Guidance from DECC/CLG 2 states that landscape sensitivity is a key factor that should be considered w
assessing deployable potential for wind energy. This is a critical requirement for sites which may
theoretically have technical potential for wind energy development 3. The landscape sensitivity
study for East Northamptonshire is therefore critical in providing this additional layer of
information.

1
2

Department for Communities and Local Government (March 2012) National Planning Policy Framework.

DECC/DCLG (2010) Renewable and low carbon energy capacity methodology for the English Regions
3
Low carbon energy opportunities and heat mapping for local planning authorities across the East Midlands LUC,
Centre for Sustainable Energy and SQW, 2011
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1.8

The NPPF requires planning authorities to approve applications for renewable energy if its impacts
are (or can be made) acceptable (para 98). However, the NPPF also promotes good design and
suggests that “Permission should be refused for development of poor design that fails to take the
opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area and the way it
functions” (para. 64, NPPF).

1.9

The recently published Planning Practice Guidance for renewable and low carbon energy (March
2014) reinforces the NPPF. Local planning authorities are responsible for renewable and low
carbon energy development of 50 megawatts or less installed capacity. The PPG requires local
planning authorities to develop a positive strategy to promote the delivery of renewable and low
carbon energy and identify suitable areas. The PPG states that there are no hard and fast rules
about how these suitable areas should be identified, but in considering locations, local planning
authorities will need to ensure they take into account the requirement of the technology and,
critically, the potential impacts on the local environment, including from cumulative impacts. It
goes on to note that landscape character assessment can form the basis for considering which
technologies at which scale may be appropriate in different types of location. The landscape
sensitivity study for East Northamptonshire seeks to help identify a positive strategy to
maximise renewable energy generation while ensuring that the important
characteristics of the landscape are not unacceptably harmed. (A detailed methodology
based on landscape character is set out in Chapter 2 of this report).

Scope, caveats and limitations of the study
1.10

This Landscape Sensitivity Assessment provides an initial indication of the relative landscape
sensitivities of different areas to wind energy development at a strategic scale. It does not aim to
comment on landscape capacity, and should not be interpreted as a definitive statement on the
suitability of a certain location for a particular development. It provides a strategic overview but
is not a substitute for detailed studies for specific siting and design and all developments will need
to be assessed on their individual merits.

1.11

Landscape sensitivity is the result of a complex interplay of often unequally weighted variables (or
‘criteria’). Our summary of overall landscape sensitivity considers how the criteria-based
assessments combine to give an overall sensitivity result for different scales of development.
Because of the complexity of the criteria, and their subtle interrelationships with each other, we
have purposefully not used a numeric scoring system in expressing sensitivity. The assessments
are based on professional judgement, taking account of the interplay between criteria.

1.12

The assessment comments on ecological or cultural matters in general terms as they relate to
landscape character, however it does not cover specific ecological issues associated with
biodiversity or, in the case of wind turbines, bird flight paths; specific cultural
heritage/archaeological issues associated with individual designated heritage assets and their
settings; visual amenity issues; or technical issues. These are all issues that will need to be taken
into account in site selection and impacts will need to be reported at the time when individual
proposals are being put forward – e.g. through the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
process.

Structure of this report
1.13

The remainder of this report is set out as follows:
•

Section 2 sets out the method for undertaking the landscape sensitivity assessment

•

Section 3 contains the results of the assessment

•

Section 4 provides a summary of the results
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Method for understanding landscape
sensitivity

Approach
2.1

2.2

This chapter sets out our approach to assessing landscape sensitivity to wind turbine
development. Following the inception meetings a general approach to the study was agreed
comprising the following key stages:
•

Understanding of the baseline and developing the spatial framework for the study

•

Identifying the key characteristics of wind energy developments and effects on landscape

•

Defining wind turbine typologies to be assessed

•

Developing specific landscape criteria to assess sensitivity to wind turbine development in East
Northamptonshire

•

Assessment of sensitivity of the landscape character types to wind energy of development of
different scales

Each of these stages is considered in more detail in the following sections of this chapter.

Understanding the baseline – developing the spatial framework for
assessment
2.3

East Northamptonshire comprises of six towns and approximately 50 villages and covers an area
of 50,982ha. It is located within the East Midlands region and is dissected by the A14, A45/A605
and A43 trunk roads. Key landscape features include the River Nene, the River Welland, and the
historic Rockingham Forest. Parts of the District also fall within the Upper Nene Valley Special
Protection Area; an international designation awarded in recognition of the large assemblages of
birds that use the site throughout the year. The River Nene corridor and its tributaries are now
also designated as a Nature Improvement Area (NIA).

2.4

It is, for the most part a quiet rural, agricultural landscape. The character of east
Northamptonshire is described in the Northamptonshire Environmental Character and Green
Infrastructure Suite – a comprehensive countywide environmental character assessment first
released in 2006 by the River Nene Regional Park, and maintained as an online interactive
resource (www.rnrpenvironmentalcharacter.org.uk).
The environmental character documents map and describe Northamptonshire’s rich landscape
resoource. They contain detailed baseline assessments of current landscape character
assessment (CLCA), biodiversity character assessment (BCA) and historic landscape character
assessment (HLCA). All of these studies have been taken into account in providing information to
be considered as part of the sensitivity assessment, with historic and biodiversity information
considered inso far as it contributes to character.
The spatial framework for the study is provided by the Current Landscape Character Assessment.
This identifies 10 generic landscape types for East Northamptonshire, each of which is subdived
into local landscape character areas (see Figure 2.1). The landscape typology provides the
spatial framework for this assessment.
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Identifying key characteristics of wind turbine development and
defining typologies
2.5

In order to develop a method for assessing landscape sensitivity to wind energy development it is
important to understand the characteristics of these developments and how they may affect the
landscape.
General features of wind energy development

2.6

The key components of wind energy development are the wind turbines, which may be grouped
together into a ‘wind farm’. The majority of wind turbines consist of horizontal axis three-bladed
turbines on a steel tower as shown in the photograph below:

2.7

Other turbines are available including two bladed turbines and vertical axis turbines. All forms of
turbine are usually given planning permission for 25 years, although re-powering may take place
after this period has elapsed.

2.8

The main visible components of a wind turbine consist of the tower, nacelle and rotor blade
system. Depending on the scale and design of the turbine, the transformer may be located inside
or outside the tower. The tower itself sits on a buried concrete foundation which is hidden from
view. In addition to the turbines themselves, developments involving large-scale wind turbines
typically require additional infrastructure as follows:
•

Road access to the site and on-site tracks able to accommodate Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs)
carrying long, heavy and wide loads (for the turbine blades and construction cranes) – the
size of these tracks will vary with the size of turbine and will remain during the operation of
the wind farm, although they can be narrowed during operation.

•

A temporary construction compound and lay down area for major components.

•

Borrow pits to provide construction materials for the access tracks.
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2.9

•

An area of hardstanding next to each turbine to act as a base for cranes during turbine
erection (these can be removed or covered over during operation).

•

Underground cables connecting the turbines (buried in trenches, often alongside tracks).

•

One or more anemometer mast(s) to monitor wind direction and speed.

•

A control building (to ensure the turbines are operating correctly) and a substation.

•

Lighting requirements depend on aviation and can be required on turbines. However, aircraft
warning lights can be infra-red (IR) and therefore not visible to the naked human eye.
Lighting has therefore not been considered as part of the landscape sensitivity study.

The District Network Operator (DNO) is responsible for establishing a connection between the
substation and the national grid. This connection is usually routed via overhead cables on poles,
but may be routed underground (more expensive option). Since these are part of a separate
consenting procedure these connections are not being considered as part of the landscape
sensitivity study.
Landscape effects of wind turbines

2.10

2.11

Wind turbines are usually substantial vertical structures that are prominent and highly visible
within the landscape. The movement of the blades is a unique feature of wind energy
developments, setting then apart from other stationary tall structures in the landscape such as
masts or pylons. Large scale multi-turbine developments will typically result in greater impacts
than small/medium scale single turbines. Wind energy development may affect the landscape in
the following ways:
•

Construction of turbines and associated infrastructure may result in direct loss of landscape
features.

•

Movement of rotor blades is a unique feature of wind energy development and may affect
characteristics of stillness, peacefulness, and strong rural character.

•

The presence of turbines may increase the perceived human influence on the landscape, and
may appear very dominant in the context of human scale features such as the small stone
villages which are such a feature of East Northamptonshire or form prominent visible built
elements within or in views from perceived natural or ‘wild’ landscapes or in the setting of
heritage assets.

•

Turbines on skylines may compete with existing landmark features for prominence where
prominent skylines or landmark features are characteristic of the landscape, notably the
church spires in East Northamptonshire, the church spires.

•

Access tracks or highway improvements for transport of turbines may be highly visible,
particularly in open landscapes or undeveloped rural landscapes.

•

Ancillary buildings and security requirements (such as fencing) may introduce new features
into the landscape, particularly changing a rural character.

•

Lighting of turbines (for aviation safety) may introduce a source of light that would affect local
amenity or intrinsically dark landscapes.

•

‘Shadow flicker’ only theoretically occurs within ten rotor diameters of a turbine under specific
conditions and is therefore a specific residential amenity issue rather than a landscape
character issue, and so falls outside the remit of this study.

In undertaking any landscape sensitivity assessment it is important to acknowledge that varying
attitudes to wind energy development are expressed by different individuals and constituencies.
Aesthetic perceptions can be positive or negative depending on individual attitudes to the principle
and presence of wind generation.
Cumulative issues

2.12

As larger numbers of wind energy developments are built, it is increasingly necessary to consider
their cumulative effects. Multiple developments can adversely affect the character of the
landscape and people’s perceptions of it. Development of multiple proposals may eventually
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result in a situation where wind energy developments become the overwhelming influence on the
landscape.

Defining wind turbine typologies to be assessed
2.13

The brief and subsequent discussions indicate that a wide range of scales of development are to
be considered, from small single turbines of 15m, 4 to large commercial wind farms with several
turbines of 100m or more.

2.14

The ‘size’ of a wind energy development can be defined by the number of turbines, the height of
turbines, or by reference to installed capacity (MW). Capacity is less useful in landscape terms as
there are many combinations of different turbines which could give the same output. The number
of turbines is an important factor in determining the suitability of a proposal in its host landscape.
However it is turbine height which is most likely to be the determining factor for the assessment
of landscape sensitivity, since it is the scale of the turbine which generally defines whether or not
it can be accommodated in the landscape. Where a large turbine cannot be accommodated due
to incompatibility of scale, then this will apply whether one or many turbines are proposed.

2.15

East Northamptonshire Council are receiving an increasing number of applications for wind
turbines with schemes ranging from a blade tip height of 15m to >130m, with a particular pattern
of applications for the smallest and tallest turbine size.

2.16

Based on the analysis of current trends and likely effects, Table 2.2 sets out the range of heights
considered, divided into classes or ‘typologies’ for ease of assessment. Generally, the steering
group considered that these ranges represented the scales of development likely to be proposed
in the area, and that the groupings represent turbines which would have broadly comparable
levels of impact on the landscape.
Table 2.1 Wind turbine development typologies
Wind turbine typology

Height of turbines to blade tip

Small

15 to 25 m (excluding rood mounted turbines)

Small-medium

26 to 50 m

Medium

51 to 75 m

Large

76 to 110 m

Very large

111 to 150 m

2.17

This sensitivity assessment applies to all forms of turbines, although it has been based on the
most common horizontal axis three-bladed turbine.

2.18

An assessment of sensitivity was undertaken in relation to each of the above typologies. Further
information was then developed to inform siting and design in terms of these height typologies,
and also in terms of wind farm size. Wind farm size was considered with reference to different
numbers of proposed turbines, as set out in the groups below:
Single turbine;
Small – wind farm of less than 5 turbines;
Medium – wind farm of 6 – 10 turbines;
Large – wind farm of 11 – 25 turbines; and
Very large - wind farm of greater than 25 turbines.

4

Structures of less than 15 m fall under permitted development rights.
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2.19

There are no applications for wind turbine developments of greater than ten turbines. However,
the steering group considered that it was important for the study to highlight sensitivities of the
East Northamptonshire landscape to large groupings of turbines.

Developing assessment criteria
2.20

There is currently no published method for evaluating sensitivity of different types of landscape.
Our method therefore builds on available guidance published by the Countryside Agency and
Scottish Natural Heritage including the Landscape Character Assessment: Guidance for England
and Scotland 5 and Topic Paper 6 that accompanies the Guidance, 6 as well as LUC’s considerable
experience from previous and ongoing studies of a similar nature.

2.21

Paragraph 4.2 of Topic Paper 6 states that:
“Judging landscape character sensitivity requires professional judgement about the degree to
which the landscape in question is robust, in that it is able to accommodate change without
adverse impacts on character. This involves making decisions about whether or not significant
characteristic elements of the landscape will be liable to loss... and whether important aesthetic
aspects of character will be liable to change.”

2.22

For the purposes of this study, we have defined ‘sensitivity’ as follows:
Sensitivity is the relative extent to which the character and quality of the landscape is
susceptible to change as a result of wind energy development.

2.23

Wind turbine development will affect different characteristics of the landscape in different ways.
It is therefore important to understand the nature and sensitivity of different components of
landscape character, and to set these out and assess them in a consistent and transparent way.
In order to do this, a set of criteria were used to highlight specific landscape and visual
characteristics which are most likely to be affected by wind farm development.

2.24

The criteria were based on current good practice, developed by LUC through experience of
carrying out extensive work within this field and informed by information presented in a number
of guidance documents relating to landscape sensitivity, LVIA, and wind farm development.

2.25

Table 2.3 sets out the criteria which were used to evaluate the sensitivity of landscape character
types to wind turbine development, and the aspects of the landscape which were considered to
indicate higher or lower sensitivity.

2.26

For each criterion, a short explanation is provided as to why it is indicative of sensitivity to wind
energy development, and what key characteristics of the landscape will be considered.
Information sources are given for each criterion. The examples provide more detail as to what
level of sensitivity will be assessed for landscapes displaying certain characteristics: these are
examples only, based on generic descriptions. The five defined levels form stages on a
continuum, rather than clearly-separated categories. Any given landscape may or may not fit
neatly into one category, and an element of professional judgement is therefore required.

5

Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage (2002) Landscape Character Assessment: Guidance for England and Scotland CAX
84.

6

The Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage (2004). Topic Paper 6: Techniques and Criteria for Judging Capacity and
Sensitivity.
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Table 2.3 Criteria for Assessing Landscape Sensitivity to Wind Energy Development
Landform shape and scale
A smooth or flat landform is likely to be less sensitive to wind energy development than a landscape with a
dramatic rugged landform, distinct landform features or pronounced undulations; and larger scale landforms
are likely to be less sensitive than smaller scale landforms - because turbines may appear out of scale,
detract from visually important landforms or appear confusing (due to turbines being at varying heights) in
the latter types of landscapes. The edges of landforms, for example crests above valleys will also be more
sensitive due to their visual prominence.
Information sources: LCA; Ordnance Survey basemaps; fieldwork.
Examples of sensitivity ratings
Lower sensitivity

e.g. an extensive
lowland flat landscape
or elevated plateau,
often a larger scale
landform

e.g. a simple
gently rolling
landscape, likely
to be a mediumlarge scale
landform

Higher sensitivity

e.g. an undulating
landscape,
perhaps also
incised by valleys,
likely to be a
medium scale
landform

e.g. a landscape
with distinct
landform features,
and/or irregular in
topographic
appearance (which
may be large in
scale), or a smaller
scale landform.
Edges of landforms
which are visually
prominent,

e.g. a landscape
with a rugged
landform or
dramatic
landform features
(which may be
large in scale), or
a small scale
landform

Land cover pattern, openness and enclosure
Simple, regular landscapes with extensive areas of consistent ground cover are likely to be less sensitive to
wind energy development than landscapes with more complex or irregular land cover patterns, smaller and /
or irregular field sizes and landscapes with smaller scale features that create a more sheltered, enclosed of
intimate character such as woodlands. Large features such as wind turbines will fit less easily into small
scale, complex or enclosed landscapes compared to simpler, open or geometric landscapes. Patterns of
roads and filed boundaries are also relevant.
Information sources: LCA; Ordnance Survey basemaps; Google Earth (aerial photography); fieldwork.
Examples of sensitivity ratings
Lower sensitivity

e.g. a very large-scale
landscape with uniform
land cover and strong
sense of openness

e.g. a landscape
with large-scale
fields, little
variety in land
cover relatively
little enclosure
created by
woodlands or
other land cover

Higher sensitivity

e.g. a landscape
with medium
sized fields, some
variations in land
cover and
presence of trees
and woodland

e.g. a landscape
with irregular
small-scale fields,
variety in land
cover and/or
enclosed more
intimate character
created by trees
and woodland.

e.g. a landscape
with a strong
variety in land
cover and smallscale / irregular
in appearance
and or sheltered,
enclosed,
intimate
character

Presence of human scale features and settlement pattern
Sparsely settled landscapes will generally be less sensitive (although noting that perceptual qualities of
remoteness or tranquillity will increase sensitivity). This criteria particularly relates to the settlement
vernacular of East Northants with the small compact limestone /ironstone villages and their rural setting.
Church spires are a dominant feature in views. Wind turbines can conflict with these features. The criteria
also relates to the presence of other large scale features and infrastructure such as roads and the extent of
intrusion into the landscape. The presence of existing vertical features or large scale development may
signal areas less sensitive to wind turbine development.
Information sources: LCA; Ordnance survey basemaps; fieldwork.
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Examples of sensitivity ratings
Lower sensitivity
e.g. a landscape where
settlement is absent or
sparse. A landscape
containing existing
large scale
infrastructure, intrusion
in the form of
development/roads.

e.g. a landscape
with sparse
settlement and
some intrusion

Higher sensitivity

e.g. a landscape
containing
settlement and a
degree of
intrusion

e.g. a landscape
containing
settlement and
relatrively little
intrusion

e.g. a landscape
which is densely
settled, a strong
vernacular, and
absence of
intrusive or large
scale features

Skylines and intervisibility
Prominent distinctive and/or undeveloped skylines, including skylines with historic/cultural landmark
features, are likely to be more sensitive to wind energy development because turbines may detract from
these skylines as features in the landscape, or draw attention away from existing landform or
historic/cultural landmark features.
This criteria also considered intervisibility – extent of views within the landscape and relationship to
surrounding landscapes (edges and boundaries are important) and landscapes beyond ENC. A landscape
with extensive views and including views to more sensitive areas will also be sensitive. There may also be
designed views which will need to be considered on a case by case basis.
Information sources: LCA; fieldwork.
Examples of sensitivity ratings
Lower sensitivity

e.g. a large-scale flat or
plateau landscape
where skylines are not
prominent and/or there
are no important
landmark features on
the skyline.
A landscape where
views are not a feature
and no views to more
sensitive areas

e.g. a large-scale
landscape where
skylines are not
prominent and/or
there are very
few landmark
features on the
skyline – other
skylines in
adjacent LTs are
more prominent

Higher sensitivity

e.g. a landscape
with some
prominent
skylines, but
these are not
particularly
distinctive. There
may be some
landmark features
on the skyline.
Valley crests or
local undulations
will be more
sensitive.

e.g. a landscape
with prominent
skylines that may
form an important
backdrop to views
from settlements or
important
viewpoints, and/or
with important
landmark features
on the skyline
Valley crests or
local undulations
will be more
sensitive.

e.g. a landscape
comprising
prominent and
distinctive/
undeveloped
skylines or
skylines with
particularly
important
landmark features
Valley crests or
local undulations
will be more
sensitive.
A landscape with
extensive or key
views and/or
views to more
sensitive
landscapes

Perceptual qualities
Landscapes that are relatively remote or tranquil (due to freedom from human activity and disturbance and
having a perceived naturalness or a strong feel of traditional rurality with few modern human influences)
tend to increase levels of sensitivity to wind energy development compared to landscapes that contain
modern/intrusive development.
Information sources: LCA; CPRE’s tranquillity and intrusion mapping; stakeholder consultation, field survey.
Examples of sensitivity ratings
Lower sensitivity
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e.g. a landscape with
much human activity
and development such
as industrial areas

e.g. a rural
landscape with
much human
activity and
dispersed
modern
development

e.g. a rural
landscape with
some modern
development and
human activity

e.g. a more
naturalistic or rural
landscape and / or
one with little
modern human
influence and
development

e.g. a remote or
‘wild’ landscape
or with very
strong tranquil
rural character
with little or no
signs of current
human activity
and development

Historic Landscape Character
Landscapes comprising ancient field systems (often with ridge and furrow), parkland, deer parks,
ornamental parkland are considered to have a higher sensitivity to larger scale wind energy development
than landscapes comprising 19th and 20th century field systems due to the potential effects of wind energy
development on the coherence of these landscapes (including effects of access tracks on field boundaries).
Historic landscapes such as ancient woodland and unimproved natural habitats also have a higher
sensitivity.
A landscape with particular heritage assets, where development could compromise significance/setting, are
more sensitive (this will need to be considered on a case by case basis).
Information sources: Historic Landscape Character.
Examples of sensitivity ratings
Lower sensitivity

e.g. majority of the
landscape covered by
least sensitive HLTs,
and absence of heritage
assets

e.g. majority of
the landscape
covered by lower
sensitivity HLTs,
but may include
some small areas
of higher
sensitivity

Higher sensitivity
e.g. majority of
the landscape
covered by
medium
sensitivity HLTs or
a mixture of
higher and lower
sensitivity HLTs

e.g. majority of the
landscape covered
by higher
sensitivity HLTs,
but may include
some small areas
of lower sensitivity

e.g. the majority
of the landscape
covered by higher
sensitivity HLTs

Scenic qualities and values
Landscapes that have a high scenic quality (which may be recognised by designations) and whose scenic
qualities, and values are likely to be affected by wind energy development will be more sensitive than
landscapes of low scenic quality.
This criteria also considers the value paced by people on these landscapes, for example for recreation.
Information sources: LCA.
Examples of sensitivity ratings
Lower sensitivity
e.g. landscape has low
scenic quality such as
an industrial area or
despoiled land – special
qualities will not be
affected by wind energy
development

e.g. landscape
has low-medium
scenic quality, or
special qualities
are unlikely to be
affected by wind
energy
development

Higher sensitivity
e.g. landscape
has a medium
scenic quality and
some of the
special qualities
may be affected
by wind energy
development

e.g. landscape has
a medium-high
scenic quality and
the special qualities
are likely to be
affected by wind
energy
development

e.g. area has a
high scenic
quality and the
special qualities
are likely to be
affected by wind
energy
development

Discussion on Landscape Sensitivity
2.27

Once the criteria have been assessed individually, the results are drawn together into a summary
discussion on landscape character sensitivity for that landscape type.

2.28

If one criterion has a particularly strong influence on landscape character this is drawn out in the
discussion (an example might be skylines in a landscape character area with prominent/ dominant
skylines, or perceptual qualities in a particularly remote landscape character type).
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2.29

In any given landscape type there may be criteria that produce conflicting results. For example a
settled landscape, while containing greater human influence (indicating a lower sensitivity), will
also include more human scale features that could be affected by large-scale wind turbines
(indicating a higher sensitivity). Conversely, a more remote landscape will lack the human scale
features but may have a higher sensitivity from a perceptual point of view. These issues are
brought out in the discussion on landscape sensitivity.
Judging Landscape Sensitivity

2.30

Sensitivity is judged on a five-point scale as shown in the Table below. These sensitivity ratings
can apply to any landscape in England – they are not specific or relative to East
Northamptonshire.
Sensitivity levels and definitions
Sensitivity Level

Definition

High (H)

The key characteristics and qualities of the landscape are highly
sensitive to change from the type and scale of wind energy development
being assessed. Generally, wind turbines could not be accommodated
without significantly effecting landscaope character.

Moderate-High (M-H)

The key characteristics and qualities of the landscape are sensitive to
change from the type and scale of wind energy development being
assessed.

Moderate (M)

Some of the key characteristics and qualities of the landscape are
sensitive to change from the type and scale of wind energy development
being assessed.

Low-Moderate (L-M)

Fewer of the key characteristics and qualities of the landscape are
sensitive to change from the type and scale of renewable energy being
assessed. Areas assessed as Low –Moderate may still have key
sensitive features and assets which will need to be assessed on a case
by case basis.

Low (L)

Key characteristics and qualities of the landscape are relatively robust,
in that they can withstand change from the introduction of turbines and
can accommodate wind turbines without a significant change in
character. Care is still required when locating wind turbines to ensure
best fit with the local landscape.

Developing guidance
2.31

Siting and design guidelines were developed for each Landscape Type. The guidelines draw on a
series of key issues identified from the sensitivity assessment. The siting and design guidelines
include consideration of potential cumulative effects arising from operational and consented
development.

Undertaking the sensitivity assessment
2.32

The assessment involved an analysis of baseline evidence (desk survey) using the criteria
identified above followed by field survey to verify findings and where necessary collate additional
information on landscape character and qualities to inform the assessment. A pilot study was
presented for agreement by the steering group prior to preparing the full assessment. The draft
report was provided to the Council for consultation and any comments taken into account in this
final report. The results of the work are presented in the following section for each of the 10
landscape types within East Northamptonshire.
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3

Landscape Types – Analysis of sensitivity to
wind energy developments

3.1

This section sets out the results of the analysis for each of the landscape types within East
Northamptonshire.

From the Current Landscape Character
Assessment
(www.rnrenvironmentalcharacter.org.uk)
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LCT 3: Ironstone Quarried Plateau
Only a very small part of this elevated plateau landscape occurs within East Northamptonshire, to
the north west in the area west of Laxton and Deene. One character areas crosses the boundary
into East Northamptonshire in three places.

Character Areas: 3a: Kirby and Gretton Plateau
Key Landscape Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Broad, elevated, gently undulating plateau area dissected by valleys with distinctive convex
profile valley sides;
drift deposits limited to gentler slopes below more elevated areas of land;
very limited standing or flowing water evident;
expansive long distance views across the open plateau, and into neighbouring counties;
predominantly arable land use with some improved pasture and limited areas of calcareous
grassland, often on former quarry sites;
seasonal rotation of arable cropping patterns and improved grassland interrupts otherwise
homogenous and simple land cover;
large scale, regular fields mainly enclosed by hedgerows and post and wire fencing;
numerous moderately sized woodlands, many comprising small coniferous and broadleaved
plantations;
large, principally coniferous, plantations bordering Corby;
hedgerows generally low and well clipped although intermittent sections show evidence of
decline and lack of maintenance;
settlement very limited across the plateau which typically consists of occasional isolated
farmsteads and individual dwellings;
network of mainly minor country lanes following elevated land, linking settlements to Corby;
occasional active and disused quarries located across the plateau, indicative of the value of
the locally quarried iron ore and ironstone deposits to the growth of Corby; and
use of locally quarried stone for both walls and houses, frequently constructed in distinctive
local vernacular.
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Landscape Sensitivity Assessment Matrix
Criteria

Lower sensitivity

Higher sensitivity
M

Landform shape
and scale

The ironstone quarried plateau is a gently undulating landscape with an
altitude of approx. 100m ASL, falling in the east. An elevated character in
places particularly along western fringes.
The elevated plateau landform has a moderate sensitivity – it is higher
where the landform is prominent feature for example crests above the
Welland and in long distance views.
L
A mix of arable land with improved pasture, and limited areas of calcareous
grasslands (quarry sites). A simple and homogenous land cover. Many
small woodlands. Hedgerows low and generally well clipped. Areas of large
scale cereal production south east of Weldon are outside the district. Fields
are typically large to medium large, with smaller field patterns on the
plateau outside ENC.

Land cover pattern

Large scale extraction has resulted in loss of field patterns resulting in large
irregular fields with few internal boundaries. Few areas of ridge and furrow
survive, although there is an exception around the village of Harringworth
on the edge of the adjacent scarp.
The relatively simple, large scale land cover pattern has a low sensitivity.
Small areas of ancient woodland and areas with greater enclosure have a
higher sensitivity.
M-H

Presence of human
scale features

Very limited settlement with few isolated houses and farmsteads. Gretton
lies outside the district. Corby is dominant locally to the west, although
landform and vegetation frequently obscures views from the plateau. There
is a network of minor country lanes. There are military buildings associated
with the disused Spanhoe airport.
While the absence of settlement may decrease sensitivity in terms of
effects on people and local views – the consequence sense of isolation and
remoteness increases sensitivity.
M-H

Skylines and
intervisibility

The elevated area forms a skyline in views from outside the district, notably
Corby and may form a backdrop in longer distant views from Leicestershire
and Rutland. There elevated areas also provide long distant views across
the plateau and into neighbouring counties. Away from the more elevated
areas, limited long distance viewing opportunities exist, although wide
sweeping views across the plateau are possible with woodlands and
landform forming a backdrop.
The area sits on high ground overlooking the Welland valley.
H

Perceptual
qualities

Despite the close proximity of Corby, much of the Ironstone Quarried
Plateau landscape retains a deeply rural, quiet character, with many areas
being difficult to access. In open areas, where long distance views into
neighbouring Rutland are possible, a sense of remoteness is often
experienced. In contrast, where landform and vegetation limit views, a
more intimate, quiet character is experienced.
The visual appeal of the landscape depends on the influence of urban
features.
The deeply rural, quiet character is highly sensitive as are areas which
retain a sense of remoteness.
Rockingham circuit has an audible influence on the quiet rural character of
the landscape.
M

Historic landscape
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character

The area is broadly equivalent to HLCA- reinstated mineral extraction, Nene
Valley Side: Wakerley to Weldon.
The area lies within the Medieval Rockingham Forest.
The Elizabethan Mansion (English Heritage) of Kirby Hall (Grade 2*)is a
principal feature on the plateau (just outside the area within ENC) and is
set within an intimate, quiet secluded valley. The parkland includes the
earthworks of a deserted medieval village.
Deene Park (Grade 2) is a further important feature crossing the boundary
of 3a comprising a medieval manor and landscape parkland.
The disused Spanhoe airport to the west of Laxton is also an important
heritage feature, relating to WW2.
The sensitivity of particular historic features will need to be considered on a
case by case basis. Overall historic sensitivity is considered to moderate
reflecting both its origins as part of Rockingham Forest and subsequent
forces for change including mineral extraction and intensive agriculture.
M
Part of the Nene Valley NIA is included within the area.

Special and scenic
qualities

Despite the proximity to Corby, much of the plateau retains a deeply rural
quality. Long distance views over open areas of the plateau are particularly
important.
M-H

Discussion on
landscape
sensitivity

Sensitivity to
different turbine
heights

Despite the plateau landform and essentially open modern fields, overall
landscape sensitivity of the Ironstone Quarried Plateau is considered to be
moderate – high. This largely relates to the remote rural character of the
area which contains relatively little settlement. It also relates to the
importance of this elevated area as a backdrop to part of the Welland
Valley, and in longer distance views from neighbouring counties. Area
within the plateau, on developed skylines or located where a less remote
rural character prevails such as airfields or mineral sites may have a lower
sensitivity. The lack of access to this area with mainly small country lanes
may limit its potential for wind turbine developments.
Very small (15-25m)

L

Small (26-50m)

M

Medium (51-75m)

M

Large (76-110m)

H

Very large (111-150m)

H

Commentary
The highest sensitivity relates to the tall commercial turbines since these
are most likely to interrupt the remote, quiet rural character and also have
visibility on skylines. Medium and smaller scale turbines will have less
impact on these characteristics and qualities.

Sensitivity to
different turbine
cluster size

Single turbine

L

Small (<5 turbines)

M

Medium (6-10)

H

Large (11-25)

H

Very large (>25)

H

Commentary
This relatively rural, quiet landscape where settlement is largely absent will
have a high sensitivity to groups of more than one or two turbine. Larger
groups will interrupt the remote, rural qualities of the plateau.
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Guidance
The landscape strategy 7 for the Ironstone Quarried Plateau notes that “Intrusion of development
onto the more elevated sections of the plateau should be resisted to retain the open and
unobstructed views to the wider landscape and beyond the county”.
The location of wind turbines on the Ironstone Quarried Plateau, should consider the following
sensitivities and guidance:
•
•
•

•

7

Avoid rural skylines and areas with high intervisibility in long distance views for example
valley crests above the Welland and key views from neighbouring counties;
Maintain the special perceptual qualities associated with the plateau, notably the deeply rural
character – remote in elevated areas and areas of intimate, quiet character;
Respect the significance on the site and setting of key historic assets both within and on the
edges of the area, notably Kirby Hall and its undeveloped valley landscape, plus remnant
areas of ridge and furrow;
Maintain the inaccessible character with access with a relatively low density of rural lanes.

Current Landscape Character Strategy and Guidelines
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LCT 4: Rolling Ironstone Valley Slopes
The Rolling Ironstone Valley slopes landscape type comprises a distinctive landform of valley
slopes bordering the River Nene. Just one character area (4g) lies within the southern part of
East Northamptonshire in two locations separated by the urban area of Irthlingborough. This
analysis of landscape sensitivity only relates to the area within East Northamptonshire.

Character Areas: 4g: Irthlingborough Slopes
Key Landscape Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

broad valley slopes dissected by numerous tributary streams;
Ironstone geology expressed in local vernacular buildings and in rich red soils;
rolling landform, extensive views and sense of exposure on some prominent locations;
steep slopes adjacent to more elevated landscapes;
numerous water bodies including the county’s largest reservoir;
productive arable farmland in medium and large scale fields predominates on elevated land
although sheep and cattle pastures also prevalent, often in smaller fields adjacent to
watercourses;
agricultural practices create a patchwork of contrasting colours and textures extending across
valley slopes;
where broadleaved woodlands and mature hedgerow trees combine, these impart a sense of
a well treed landscape;
hedgerows generally low and well clipped although intermittent sections show evidence of
decline;
well settled with numerous villages and towns;
landscape directly and indirectly influenced by the close proximity of many of the county’s
urban areas; and
building materials vary although vernacular architecture and churches display the local
ironstone.
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Landscape Sensitivity Assessment Matrix
Criteria

Lower sensitivity

Higher sensitivity
M-H

Landform shape
and scale

Broad valley slopes, dissected by numerous tributary streams, forming the
slopes to the Nene Valley. A complex landform as a result of erosion by
streams draining the neighbouring upland landscapes into the River Nene.
Individual watercourses have eroded side valleys at right angles to the
Nene – creating complex landform patterns and undulations across the
sloping valley sides. Elevated ridges and hills form watersheds between
neighbouring streams. The overall effect is a rolling landform.
The complex rolling landform is considered to be of higher sensitivity.
M
Cereal cultivation predominates particularly on the more elevated land
above the steeper rolling valley sides. Improved pastures become more
frequent on the steep valley slopes and along valley bottoms. Pasture
fields are also more frequent close to farmsteads. Unimproved calcareous
grassland persists on areas of former ironstone quarries such as at
Twywells Gullet SSSI.
Large and medium to large fields predominate across the landscape, with
small and small to medium fields on rolling landform and steeper slopes

Land cover pattern,
openness and
enclosure

Woodlands are not a dominant landscape feature, but make an important
contribution to character. Small and moderately sized mixed and deciduous
woodlands are prevalent, although are fewer in this character area (4g).
Hedged field boundaries with mature and semi mature trees, combined with
areas of woodland give the impression of a well wooded landscape in
places.
Where various land uses are present on the valley side, contrasting colours
and textures provide visual interest.
Areas of more open arable character are of lower sensitivity compared to
the more complex pattern on the steeper slopes, although conversely these
elevated areas are of higher visual sensitivity. The smaller scale patterns
and pasture fields are of higher sensitivity.
M-H

Presence of human
scale features
including
settlement

The type is relatively well settled. Numerous villages many with
Conservation Area designations and hamlets occupy sheltered locations on
slopes above the valleys and streams. Small compact villages, with older
properties typically constructed of local ironstone or limestone congregating
around a prominent church. More recent housing forms extensions on the
edge of villages. Church spires often punctuate the horizon. Numerous
farms and small hamlets dispersed across the landscape.
The valley slopes contain a number of main roads, notably part of the
B571, A6 and A14, with a dense network of minor roads.
The vernacular villages with their prominent churches and rural setting
(several designated as Conservation Areas) are of high sensitivity.
This area contains the edges of larger valley settlements of Irthlingborough
and Thrapston. The edges of larger urban area and areas along some main
roads are likely to have lower sensitivity.
M-H
Church spires often punctuate the horizon. The valley slopes form the
skyline from the Nene Valley (NIA).

Skylines and
intervisibility

Landmark elements include prominent vertical features in the form of water
towers and church spires on skylines.
From the upper slopes wide uninterrupted open views are possible over the
surrounding landscape.
The skyline from the Nene valley is prominent and highly sensitive. The
settings of the landmark church spires are also sensitive.
M

Perceptual
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qualities

Despite the nearby location of urban areas, much of the area retains a quiet
rural character. The landscape is perceived as busy and settled and
primarily agricultural. Woodlands and hedgerows are important textural
elements and add to the visual appeal of the landscape. Where present,
woodlands combine with the undulating topography to give visual
containment and a more pronounced sense of intimacy. This contrasts with
the elevated valley sides, where open views over wide areas have a more
open character.
Main A roads cut through the landscape, including the A14. High voltage
power lines are also a feature of the wider landscape and provide urban
elements.
The quiet rural character is sensitive to the development of wind turbines,
although areas with a busier character are likely to have a lower sensitivity.
M

Historic landscape
character

A long settled landscape. Prehistoric monuments include ‘The Three Hills’
at Woodford – the site of three Bronze Age Barrows on the edge of the
valley, and an Iron Age hill fort at Irthlingborough
The area falls within the HLCT 5g Nene Valley: Irthlingborough to
Waddenhoe (19th century parliamentary enclosure), and 7f Nene Valley:
Little Addington to Ringstead (Large modern fields). These fieldscapes are
not intrinsically sensitive, with large modern fields being of a scale to
accommodate turbines.
M

Scenic qualities
and values

Much of the landscape retains a quiet rural character.
There is a dense network of rights of way including parts of the Nene Way.
A large part of this area falls within the Nene Valley NIA
M-H

Discussion on
landscape
sensitivity

Overall, the area is considered to have a moderate – high sensitivity to the
location of wind turbines. This largely relates to the role of the valley
slopes as the backdrop to the Nene valley and the importance of the valley
crests as the skyline. Furthermore the complex landform and the densely
settled character, comprising compact vernacular ironstone villages and
their rural setting are also of high sensitivity.
Aspects of lower sensitivity include the relatively large scale open arable
character although these largely coincide with the more elevated areas.
Similarly, there may also be areas of lower sensitivity in relation to urban
development and the main road routes such as the A14, east of Thrapston.

Sensitivity to
different turbine
heights

Very small (15-25m)

L

Small (26-50m)

L

Medium (51-75m)

M

Large (76-110m)

H

Very large (111-150m)

H

Commentary
There is likely to be a lower sensitivity to turbines of up to 50m height,
reflecting the generally well settled, busy nature of this landscape. There is
a higher sensitivity to turbines above this height, although there may be
some locations where they could be appropriate in conjunction with existing
urban areas (Irthlingborough) and main transport routes notably the more
open landscape around the A14.

Sensitivity to
different turbine
cluster sizes

Single turbine

L

Small (<5 turbines)

M

Medium (6-10)

H

Large (11-25)

H

Very large (>25)

H

Commentary
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Generally, there is s higher sensitivity to turbine groups of more than one
turbine. The exception, again, might to be larger groups of commercial
turbines located in close proximity to exiting urban areas or along main
transport corridors.

Guidance
The landscape strategy 8 for this landscape type notes that “New development… should conserve
and enhance the diversity and richness of the landscape”. Integration with the local landform is
important.
The Rolling-Ironstone Valley Slopes are overall of area of moderate –high sensitivity, and
therefore commercial scale turbines developments will generally not be appropriate in this
landscape. Consideration should be given to the following sensitivities and guidance:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8

Avoid skylines and crest in views from the Nene valley, including areas of more complex
valley land form;
Respect the setting of the small vernacular rural villages (Conservation Areas) which
characterise this landscape as at The Addingtons, for example;
Maintain the special perceptual qualities associated with the valley slopes notably the areas of
quiet rural character;
Respect the setting of churches in the landscape and avoid conflict with the church spires
which are a particular feature of this area;
Consider impacts on significance on the site and setting of key historic assets both within and
on the edges of the area;
Consider impacts on the Nene Valley NIA
Areas of more moderate sensitivity may occur away from the valley slopes and crests, for
example along the A14 corridor.

Current Landscape Character Strategy and Guidelines
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LCT 5: Clay Plateau
The clay plateau occurs in the south west part of the district. Just under 50% of one character
area 5c: Burton Wold occurs within East Northants, with the remainder in
Wellingborough/Kettering. This analysis of sensitivity only applies to the areas within East
Northants.

Character Areas: 5c: Burton Wold
Key Landscape Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

broad, elevated undulating plateau dissected and drained by numerous valleys with convex
profile valley sides;
expansive, long distance and panoramic views across open areas of plateau;
sense of exposure on some prominent locations;
limited woodland / tree cover comprising broadleaved woodlands and mature hedgerow
trees;
where trees, woodlands and undulating landform combine, they limit or define views and
create a more intimate character in places;
numerous water bodies including small reservoirs on the Naseby Plateau;
productive arable farmland within medium and large scale fields predominates on elevated
land although sheep and cattle pastures also prevalent, often in smaller fields adjacent to
watercourses;
hedgerows are often low and well clipped, although intermittent sections show evidence of
decline, and emphasise the undulating character of the landscape;
sparsely settled with small villages and isolated farms prevalent; and
monuments and landscape features associated with the Battle of Naseby are distinctive
elements of the local landscape (not in ENC area).
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Landscape Sensitivity Assessment Matrix
Criteria

Lower sensitivity

Higher sensitivity

L-M

Landform shape
and scale

The glacial deposits create a smooth undulating landscape. Burton Wold
plateau is the lowest area rising to just 90m above sea level. The
landscape shelves to the steeper surrounding valley slopes around
Irthlingborough.
The uniform landform is less sensitive. More sensitive area include the
crests above the Nene Valley to the east.
L

Land cover pattern,
enclosure and
openness

Land cover is typically large and medium in scale arable farmland, although
improved pastures are present to the south east around Irthlingborough.
Woodland cover is extremely low, with very occasional broadleaved copses.
Generally open, with expansive views.
Burton Wold plateau, contains straight drainage channels.
The large to medium scale of land cover and uniform cover of arable with
minimal woodland is less sensitive.
L

Presence of human
scale features
including
settlement

The landscape is extremely sparsely settled with settlement confined to
isolated farmsteads and dwellings. A limited number of roads provide
access to the plateau. The A510 (T) runs along the boundary of East
Northants to the west and the A6(T) to the south. Prominent on the
western edge (outside East Northants but visible from the plateau) is a line
of high voltage pylons. There are also views to the existing wind farm at
Burton Wold. Both form prominent vertical elements on the plateau
landscape.
The sparse settlement and presence of existing vertical structures means
this area is less sensitive.
L-M

Skylines and
intervisibility

Wide expansive views – creating sense of openness and exposure. To the
east the area is the skyline and backdrop to parts of the Nene Valley –
where it form the higher land above Irthlingborough (4g).
Overall sensitivity is lower, although the crests above the Nene are more
sensitive.
L

Perceptual
qualities

A productive agricultural landscape. The absence of buildings and people
imparts a subtly remote character in places. In some area of long views a
sense of openness and exposure prevails. It is of low sensitivity to wind
turbines.
L

Historic landscape
character

The Burton Wold plateau contains few known heritage features –no villages
and few limited areas of ridge and furrow. It is possible that this area was
marginal land up until the Enclosures and a very recent settlement history.
By contrast, other areas of plateau (outside ENC) are richer in heritage
features e.g. Naseby.
The area falls within the HLCT 5g Nene Valley: Irthlingborough to
Waddenhoe (19th century parliamentary enclosure), and 7f Nene Valley:
Little Addington to Ringstead (Large modern fields). These fieldscapes are
not intrinsically sensitive, with large modern fields being of a scale to
accommodate turbines.
The absence of heritage features in this area means that it is of low
sensitivity. This is not the case in other areas of clay plateau outside ENC.
L

Scenic qualities
and values

A productive agricultural landscape.
Limited recreational activities, few public rights of way.
Few scenic qualities – and therefore of relative low sensitivity.
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L
Discussion on
landscape
sensitivity

Sensitivity to
different turbine
heights

Overall a low sensitivity by virtue of land form, land cover, openness, and
absence of settlement and heritage features. The only areas of greater
sensitivity are areas to the east which form the skyline above the Nene
Valley and tributaries. Here, turbines could appear very dominant in views
across the valley.
Very small (15-25m)

L

Small (26-50m)

L

Medium (51-75m)

L

Large (76-110m)

L

Very large (111-150m)

L

Commentary
The uniform land form, land cover, sense of openness and absence
of settlement and heritage features means that the Burton Wold
plateau can accommodate larger turbine heights. In general fewer
schemes of uniform height will be more appropriate than numerous
schemes of different heights.

Sensitivity to
different turbine
size clusters

Single turbine

L

Small (<5 turbines)

L

Medium (6-10)

L

Large (11-25)

L

Very large (>25)

Commentary
The Burton Wold plateau is less sensitive to large groups of
turbines. The relatively small size of the plateau within ENC will be
the main limiting factor.

Guidance
The landscape strategy 9 for this landscape type area notes the need to “conserve the simplicity
and limited palette of characteristics of the more open plateau areas”… development should be
discouraged to ensure there is no intrusion onto the skyline”.
In landscape terms, the low sensitivity of the Clay Plateau means that this landscape can
accommodate wind turbines. In general, it is considered that fewer, larger schemes are more
appropriate than many schemes of different sizes and heights. The Burton Wolds wind farm is
already located within this character area within Kettering. The small size of the clay plateau in
ENC will limit capacity. A key sensitivity is the relationship of the skyline with the Nene Valley to
the east.

9

Current Landscape Character Strategy and Guidelines
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LCT 7: Wooded Clay Plateau
The wooded clay plateau occupies the more elevated western part of East Northamptonshire
District forming the watershed between the Nene and Welland valleys. It is cut by a number of
small limestone valleys such as at Harpers’ Brook and other minor tributaries of the Nene. All
three of the character areas are represented within the district.

Character Areas: 7a: Geddington Chase, 7b: Dene Plateau, 7c: Rockingham Plateau
Key Landscape Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

boulder Clay deposits overlie almost the entire landscape, obscuring variations in the
underlying geological framework and giving a unity of character;
broad, elevated undulating plateau dissected and drained by numerous valleys with convex
profile valley sides;
undulating landform, extensive views and sense of exposure on some prominent locations;
large woodlands on elevated ground form a backdrop to foreground farmland and provide an
intimate human scale landscape;
woodlands are of high scenic and nature conservation value and an important remnant of the
Royal Hunting Forest of Rockingham;
foreground views are occupied by productive arable fields with low hedges and intermittent
hedgerow trees;
productive arable farmland in medium and large scale fields predominates on elevated land
although sheep and cattle pastures also prevalent, often in smaller fields adjacent to
watercourses and villages;
hedgerows are often low and well clipped and emphasise the undulating character of the
landscape;
mature landscaped parks and gardens add to wooded character of the landscape;
sparsely populated central plateau areas, larger settlements and urban areas fringe the
plateau landscapes;
distinctive stone villages in sheltered locations; and deeply rural quality despite proximity of
large urban areas.
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Landscape Sensitivity Assessment Matrix
Criteria

Lower sensitivity

Higher sensitivity
M

A broad and elevated plateau, with a sense of exposure in some areas.
Broad elevated and undulating plateau dissected and drained by numerous
valleys with convex profile valley sides, such as at Harper’s Brook.
Generally smooth and gently undulating.
Landform shape
and scale

Eroded by tributaries of the Nene to form an undulating landscape.
However elsewhere the landscape retains a plateau like appearance.
In landform terms alone, sensitivity is judged to be moderate. Higher
sensitivities relate to the edge of the plateau and crests, for example the
transition to the Nene, Valley, Harper’s Brook and other tributaries of the
Nene.
M
Arable, cereal and horticultural land uses characterise much of the Wooded
Clay Plateau with relatively intensive agricultural practices in evidence
across much of the landscape. Cereal farming is located on the more
elevated, flatter interfluves, but can also be found along valleys. Limited
areas of pasture along steeper slopes bordering watercourses.
Colours and textures are generally simple.

Land cover
pattern, enclosure
and openness

Many of the woodland parishes were subject to parliamentary enclosure in
the late 17th and early 18th centuries and later enclosure. Much of the
fieldscape comprises large modern fields.
Woodland is a significant feature of the plateau landscape, often on elevated
land, emphasising relief. Some are of ancient origin. Significant blocks of
woodland coalesce visually with hedgerow trees, smaller copses and covers
to create the perception of more extensive woodland cover.
Woodlands are most prominent when sites on elevated land, where they
form a backdrop in panoramic views and limit long distance views. Where
woodlands are present they significantly reduce the open, expansive
character of the plateau and give it a more intimate human scale.
In land cover patterns alone, sensitivity is judged to be moderate. Higher
sensitivities relate to areas of more intimate, human scale where woodlands
are a feature.
M
The expansive Wooded Clay Plateau landscapes are thinly settled. This is
linked to the area’s history as Royal Hunting Forest. The largest settlements
are located on the edge of the plateau (and within the intervening valleys.
Compact linear settlements of Deenethorpe, Upper Benefield and Lower
Benefied occur within the plateau. These are historic, stone built forest
villages. Numerous farms are scattered across the plateau.

Presence of
human scale
features including
settlement

Geddington (outside ENC), a historic village, is thought to date to medieval
times, and provided a major settlement in the heart of Rockingham Forest.
Elsewhere scattered farmsteads and individual dwellings make up
settlement. The urban area of Corby that extends into the plateau (outside
ENC) is prominent in a number of views.
Where woodlands are present they significantly reduce the open, expansive
character of the plateau and give it a more intimate human scale.
The sparse settlement means that the wooded plateau is judged to be
moderately sensitive. The setting of the historic forest villages is sensitive
nevertheless.
M-H

Skylines and
intervisibility

There are expansive views over wide tracts of landscape with arable farming
dominating. Woodlands are most prominent when sites on elevated land,
where they form a backdrop in panoramic views and limit long distance
views. Where woodlands are present they significantly reduce the open,
expansive character of the plateau and give it a more intimate human scale.
The open landscape and expansive panoramic views mean that much of the
plateau is visible from more sensitive areas including planned or designed
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views. The crests of the plateau which rise up above the Nene and its
tributaries forming a prominent backdrop are also particularly sensitive.
M-H
The landscape retains a strong remote and tranquil character within many
areas.

Perceptual
qualities

A sense of exposure and openness is experienced where long distance views
are possible. However, where woodland and tree cover is more extensive
the apparent scale of the landscape is reduced with the vegetation cover
combing to impart a more intimate character and human scale.
The area has a deeply rural quality despite the proximity of large urban
areas.
Associations with the Royal Hunting Forest are strong and add to the appeal
of the landscape.
The remote, rural qualities and strong historic associations, mean this
landscape is judged to be of moderate high sensitivity in terms of perceptual
qualities.
M-H
The Wooded Clay Plateau forms the heart of what remains of Rockingham
Forest. Associations with the Royal hunting forest are strong and add to the
landscape’s appeal. Ancient woodlands are a feature.
The area largely corresponds with HLC 12: Woodland, and character area
12e: Rockingham Forest.

Historic landscape
character

Key heritage features across the landscape include Lyveden New Bield
(Grade 1), a surviving Elizabethan garden lodge within its undisturbed
Elizabethan setting. The lodge was built to represent Sir Thomas Tresham’s
Catholic faith and its remote landscape setting is key to understanding its
significance (as was his other creation, the Triangular Lodge, located
fringing the plateau on the Rolling Ironstone Valley Slopes (not in ENC)).
Drayton Park is a Grade I Listed park and garden.
Former medieval deer parks at Brigstock, Geddington Chase.
Isolated areas of ridge and furrow survive, plus medieval motte castle at
Benefield.
Airfields dating to WW II are conspicuous on the wider plateau. These
occupy flat areas between woodlands e.g. Grafton Underwood Airfield but
are not a feature of the ENC area.
The strong historic associations of the plateau as Royal Hunting Forest, plus
presence of key heritage features where significance relates to the wider
rural setting means that in terms of historic landscape character the Wooded
Plateau is judged to be moderate-high, with particularly high sensitivities in
relation to individual heritage features.
M-H
The plateau has a productive, rural character, but is also of scenic and
historic interest. Ancient woodlands, historic forest villages, and productive
farmland combine to make this a distinctive landscape.
The forest offers visitor routes for walking, cycling and riding. It is s
significant recreational resource and popular tourist destination:

Scenic qualities
and values

It has a strong relationship to the o Nene Valley NIA, contains part of the
Brigstock country park
Heritage assets, such as Lyveden form important visitor attractions and
have a particular relationship to their rural landscape setting.
The Lyveden Way is a regional right of way that crosses the area.
In terms of scenic qualities and values, the Wooded Plateau is considered to
be of moderate – high sensitivity.

Discussion on
landscape
sensitivity
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M-H
The overall sensitivity of the Wooded Clay Plateau is considered to be
moderate-high. In terms of landform and land cover alone the landscape
is not sensitive. The higher sensitivity relates to
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensitivity to
different turbine
heights

Sensitivity to
different turbine
cluster size

The strong historic associations as Royal Hunting Forest
Presence of woodland creating a more enclosed, intimate character
Relationship of plateau edges to the Nene and its tributaries
The setting of the small historic villages
Perceptual qualities – strong rural, even remote character in places
The panoramic views
Relationship to key heritage assets and role of landscape as
‘undisturbed’ setting

Very small (15-25m)

L

Small (26-50m)

M

Medium (51-75m)

H

Large (76-110m)

H

Very large (111-150m)

H

Commentary
While there may be capacity for the smallest height turbines for
example in relation to existing farm buildings, it is considered that
turbines larger than 25-50m height would break skylines and be
intrusive in the open panoramic views across this historic and
undeveloped landscape, and towards the edges of the plateau views
from the Nene and its tributaries. On plateau edges there is
potential for large turbines to appear very ‘out of scale’, and these
are particularly sensitive in relation to the river valleys and their
settlements.
Single turbine

L

Small (<5 turbines)

M

Medium (6-10)

H

Large (11-25)

H

Very large (>25)

H

Commentary
While there may be capacity for single turbines of the smaller height
class, larger clusters of turbines would not be appropriate in this
quiet, rural landscape of great scenic and historic interest.

Guidance
The landscape strategy 10 for this landscape type notes the need to “Conserve and enhance the
boldness of this historic wooded landscape, but at the same time emphasise local variations and
the richness of the landscape.” The strategy points to the particular significance of the intrinsic
sense of remoteness and tranquillity, and that change should seek to retain and enhance these
qualities wherever possible.
The moderate-high sensitivity means that the Wooded Clay Plateau has little capacity for wind
turbine developments. Any development should consider the following sensitivities and guidance:
•
•
•
•

•

10

Avoid skylines and crest in views from the Nene valley and its tributaries;
Maintain the strong sense of remoteness and tranquillity associated with this sparsely
developed area;
Respect the setting of the historic forest villages on the plateau which characterise this
landscape;
Consider the potential for impacts on significance on the site and setting of key historic assets
both within and on the edges of the area, notably those which significance relates o
undisturbed rural setting or key views out into the wider landscape;
Consider impacts on the Nene Valley NIA.

Current Landscape Character Strategy and Guidelines
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LCT 9: Farmed Claylands
3.2

The Farmed Claylands occur on the plateau forming the eastern edge of ENC adjoining
Huntingdonshire District where they merge with the Northern Wolds landscape type. The entire
landscape type is within East Northamptonshire.

Character Areas: 9a Chelveston and Caldecott Claylands; 9b Polebrook Claylands
Key Landscape Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

extensive drift deposits of Boulder Clay mask the underlying solid geology;
expansive, flat or gently undulating landscape where plateau areas are divided by broad
shallow valleys;
wide views give the landscape an expansive and sometimes exposed character;
open and intensively farmed arable landscape with large scale fields bounded by open ditches
or sparse, closely trimmed hedges;
limited woodland cover and hedgerow removal contributes to open character;
thinly settled landscape, feeling remote in some particularly sparsely settled areas;
often direct rural roads and tracks, frequently bordered by ditches, cross the landscape in a
consistent orientation, giving it a distinctive grain;
farms and isolated houses at end of tracks; and
diversity of building materials including brick and limestone.
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Landscape Sensitivity Assessment Matrix
Criteria

Lower sensitivity

Higher sensitivity

L- M

Landform shape
and scale

A large scale flat to gently undulating landscape rising from 30m ASL in the
east and north to a maximum elevation of 100m ASL, the elevated land
representing the watershed between the catchments of the River Nene and
River Great Ouse. Streams originating on the claylands flow east to the
Ouse and west to the Nene and form broad shallow valleys creating a
gently undulating landform across the claylands. The arable farmland
creates a large scale landscape. The scale of the landscape is emphasised
by hedgerow removal and monoculture leading to a vast sweeping
landscape of similar texture and colour.
The gently undulating landform of the claylands indicates an overall
moderate sensitivity to wind turbines. The larger scale elevated areas may
have a lower sensitivity and here their composition in the landscape can be
moderate and balanced. The valley crests of the undulating valleys and the
edges of the valley of the Nene and Great Ouse will be more sensitive.
L- M

Land cover pattern,
openness and
enclosure

Intensively managed arable farmland with large fields separated by sparse,
closely trimmed hedges. This creates a landscape with a simple and open
landscape pattern. There is limited woodland cover in the LCT, with the
exception of some large ancient woodlands including Ashton Wold, in the
Polebrook Claylands LCA (9b). Smaller remnants of ancient woodlands
remain close to moated sites. Permanent pastures and small areas of
unimproved calcareous grassland are evident in small fields on the fringes
of villages.
In many areas a rigid geometric framework of minor country lanes reinforce
the simple regular pattern of the landscape echoed in the arrangement of
fields. Older villages and hamlets are often located on winding lanes.
Large regular fields, plus the simple ordered pattern indicates a low
sensitivity to wind turbines as their scale will be diminished by the large
scale landscape.
L- M
The LT is thinly settled, though villages/ hamlets commonly contain
traditional brick and limestone buildings surrounded by smaller scale fields,
which add human scale elements in these areas.

Presence of human
scale features and
settlement

Settlement comprises nucleated villages of medieval origin, many
nowshrunken. Villages contain earthworks, moated sites and buildings of
historic interest.
Direct rural roads and tracks characterise this LCT. The consistent
orientation enforces regularity and order within the landscape. The main
strategic roads are the A45 and A14 which converge at Thrapston.
The sparse settlement reduces sensitivity, although the setting of the
villages with their smaller intimate scale is sensitive. The presence of roads
and tracks reduces the landscape’s sensitivity to wind turbines, though the
existing routes are predominantly quiet rural lanes. Overall sensitivity is
judged as low-moderate.
L-M
Wide panoramic views across open countryside are characteristic of this
LCT. In some cases, lines of poplar or large farm storage buildings are
visible on the skyline. The large telecommunications station east of
Chelveston and high voltage transmission lines east of Lutton are
prominent in views.

Skylines and
intervisibility
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There are long open views to neighbouring landscapes across East
Northamptonshire boundary into Huntingdonshire.
The open, extensive nature of rural views are likely to result in wind
turbines being visually conspicuous in the LT, however the lack of
landmarks and the presence of local tall features such as transmission lines
reduce sensitivity. The simple and uncomplicated nature of skylines also
reduces sensitivity as turbines can appear simple geometric and small in
scale on the horizon within extensive views, indicating a low-moderate
sensitivity overall. Skylines which from the backdrop to the valleys will be
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more sensitive, notably the Nene or Ouse valleys and the smaller scale
valley which cross the claylands forming local scale undulations.
L- M

Perceptual
qualities

The landscape is heavily influenced by intensive farming and the rigid
geometry of fields and roads, often creating a modern and man-made
character. However, the sparseness of settlement and extensive views
contribute to a remote and exposed quality. Brick and limestone buildings
create local variety and texture within settlements.
Overall, the large scale of the landscape and influence of intensive
agriculture indicate a landscape with a low sensitivity to wind turbines. The
more intimate quality around settlements, the sense of remoteness and the
general good condition increases sensitivity to low-moderate.
L- M

Historic landscape
character

The Landscape Type is characterised by 20th century hedgerow removal and
in general there is a scarcity of visual historic features and there is little
perception of time depth.. The small settlements often have medieval
origins, and there are some earthworks of deserted villages such as
Hemington and Clopton, in the Polebrook Claylands LCT. These areas and
the associated more intimate ancient landscape have a higher sensitivity.
The HLT defines the landscape as 7: Large modern fields (7a and 7e)
representing a process of boundary removal to create single, large fields.
The fieldscapes are not intrinsically sensitive.
L
The landscape has an over riding modern and man made character. It is
intensively farmed and highly productive. The relative absence of or
perceived absence of features of nature conservation and historic interest
make this a relatively indistinct landscape, with only limited visual appeal.

Scenic qualities
and values

Designated landscapes include Ashton Wold including gardens and
parkland, Lutton/ Shielding designed parkland and Higham Park medieval
deer park (non-registered). The site and settings of these heritage assets
are likely to be more sensitive and should be considered on a case by case
basis.
Few recreational opportunities in these highly managed agricultural
landscapes.
L- M

Discussion on
landscape
sensitivity

Sensitivity to
different turbine
heights

The large scale landform and land cover pattern, flat to gently rolling
topography and predominance of intensive arable farming indicate a lower
sensitivity to wind turbines as their scale is likely to appear diminished in
the context of sweeping open views, and their appearance on the skyline as
a small part of expansive flat horizon. However, where the landscape
contains more intimate scale of settlements and human scale and historic
elements, the sensitivity increases, particularly in association with the
minor valleys within the landscape.
Very small (15-25m)

L

Small (26-50m)

L

Medium (51-75m)

L

Large (76-110m)

L

Very large (111-150m)

L

Commentary
In this large scale open landscape it is considered that fewer
developments of the larger height of turbines can be more easily
accommodated than multiple groups of turbines of different
heights.

Commentary on
different turbine
cluster sizes
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Single turbine

L

Small (<5 turbines)

L

Medium (6-10)

L

Large (11-25)

M
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Very large (>25)

H

Commentary
It is considered that turbine groupings of up to medium size could
fit within this landscape. This scale of development will be an
obvious and dominant feature in the landscape but could respond
well to the landscape structure and land cover pattern

Guidance
The landscape strategy 11 for this landscape type notes that the open and simple character and
broad vistas of the Farmed Claylands has resulted in a strong sense of identity. New development
should conserve and enhance the simplicity and boldness of the landscape, to ensure that this
identity is not diminished.
The low- moderate sensitivity means that the Farmed Claylands could have capacity for
occasional wind turbine developments provided that they are sensitively located. Any
development should consider the following guidance:
•

•
•
•
•

11

Be well located within the plateau and avoid plateau edges and valley crests for example with
the adjacent Limestone Valley Slopes and the Nene Valley and the valleys and watercourses
within the plateau;
Respect the site and setting of the medieval villages and avoid conflict with landmark features
such as church towers and spires;
Respect the landform and relate to areas of ridge and plateau;
Relate to existing patterns in the landscape, notably the regular, geometric framework;
Relate to existing building or development, such as the disused airfields

Current Landscape Character Strategy and Guidelines
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LCT 10: Limestone Plateau
The limestone plateau occurs in two small areas in the north east part of East Northamptonshire
forming part of a larger area that extends beyond the district boundaries. There is a further area
of limestone plateau on the southern boundary of the county. This analysis of sensitivity only
applies to the areas within East Northants.

Character Areas:
10b: Collyweston Limestone Plateau
10c: King’s Cliffe Plateau
Key Landscape Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

limestone geology evident in local buildings, structures and walls, and as stones in ploughed
fields;
gently undulating and elevated open plateau;
expansive long distance views and wide panoramas across the open plateau;
predominance of arable land with isolated areas of improved pasture and setaside land;
limited areas of calcareous grassland;
sparse woodland cover comprising small deciduous and occasionally coniferous farm
woodlands and shelterbelts limiting the sense of exposure locally;
fields predominantly large and medium to large, and a mix of both geometric and regular in
shape;
small, and small to medium sized fields conspicuous surrounding settlements and
farmsteads;
distinctive network of dry stone walls enclosing geometric fields on the Collyweston
Limestone Plateau;
elsewhere, fields generally enclosed by hedgerows with mature hedgerow trees;
sparsely settled beyond isolated farmsteads and a small number of villages;
communication routes principally limited to direct, minor roads connecting small settlements
and individual dwellings;
vertical elements gain visual prominence in the flat, open landscape; and
conspicuous use of plateau landscape for military airfields.
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Landscape Sensitivity Assessment Matrix
Criteria

Lower sensitivity

Higher sensitivity

L-M
Landform shape
and scale

The plateau landscapes are relatively low, rising to an elevation of just 90m
ASL. Despite the relatively low elevation, the flat or very gently undulating
landform, combined with the wide uninterrupted views gives the impression
that they are more elevated than they are.
L

Land cover
pattern, enclosure
and openness

The landscape consists of arable, cereal and horticultural farmland in
roughly equal proportions. It is a productive and well managed landscape.
Woodland is not a significant or characteristic feature of the plateau,
although there are occasional small blocks and views to woodlands in
adjacent areas. This results in an open character.
Large, sub regular and regular fields are characteristic.
Roads criss cross the landscape in a geometric pattern
L-M

Presence of
human scale
features, including
settlement

The limestone plateau are only sparsely settled, with isolated compact
farmsteads being the main form of settlement contributing to the sometimes
empty and remote character. There are no villages on 10c and Easton on
the Hill is the only village on 10b being Easton on Hill, which is closely
related to the adjacent scarp.
Direct roads cross-cross the landscape and provide a subtle geometric
framework.
Major infrastructure developments are associated with the large military
airfields.
Where woodlands are present they limit views, create shelter and a more
human scale landscapes. Although woodlands are not typical of the areas
within ENC.
M

Skylines and
intervisibility

Wide uninterrupted views.
On the northern edge of 10b (Collyweston) wide open views are possible
across the scarp slopes and over the Welland Valley.
L-M

Perceptual
qualities

Despite being only limited in extent, and of relatively low altitude, the
Plateaux give the impression of an expansive and large-scale landscape.
They also retain an isolated character as result of the sparse settlement.
A sometimes empty and remote character.
L
There are few visible historic monuments across the plateau, possibly as a
result of clearance for intensive agriculture.

Historic landscape
character

Airfields are an important feature, sited to take advantage of the extensive
areas of flat land. Some have been enlarged and reconfigured. Large
military establishments include Wittering airfield extending into area 10b
(Collyweston plateau) - an airfield with an interesting history, established in
1915 and now home to the RAF Harrier Jump Jet. On area 10 c (King’s
Cliffe plateau) a disused airfield remains.
M

Scenic qualities
and values

East Northamptonshire
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The landscape, particularly on the Collyweston Limestone Plateau, is highly
distinctive, and evocative of limestone landscapes that stretch along the
Jurassic belt from the south coast to the North Sea.
There are few recreational opportunities, with relatively few rights of way.
The Macmillan Way crosses a short distance through the Collyweston
Plateau. Easton on the Hill is an attractive vernacular village of limestone
and Collyweston with a strong identity.
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M

Discussion on
landscape
sensitivity

Sensitivity to
different turbine
heights

The large scale plateau landform and open and large scale and land cover
pattern, plus sparse settlement combined with existing infrastructure of
roads and airfield indicates a lower sensitivity to wind turbines as their scale
is likely to appear diminished in the context of sweeping open views, and
their appearance on the skyline as a small part of expansive flat horizon.
However, in area 10b Collyweston, sensitivity will be higher in relation to
the settlements at Easton on the Hill and Collyweston, and notably higher
where the plateau forms the backdrop and skyline in views from the Welland
Valley and beyond. In area 10c King’s Cliffe Plateau the relatively small size
of the area combined with the visual relationships with the adjacent Wooded
Limestone Hills and Valleys also increases sensitivity.
Very small (15-25m)

L

Small (26-50m)

L

Medium (51-75m)

L

Large (76-110m)

M

Very large (111-150m)

M

Commentary
In this large scale open landscape it is considered that fewer
developments of the larger height of turbines could be more easily
accommodated than multiple groups of turbines of different heights.
The relatively small geographic area of this landscape type would
however limit developments.

Sensitivity to
different turbine
size cluster

Single turbine

L

Small (<5 turbines)

L

Medium (6-10)

L

Large (11-25)

M

Very large (>25)

H

Commentary
As noted turbine groupings of up to medium size could fit within this
landscape. This scale of development will be an obvious and
dominant feature in the landscape but could respond well to the
landscape structure and land cover pattern. The limited geographic
area of these plateau will limit potential for multiple groups.

Guidance
The landscape strategy 12 for this landscape type notes that new development should be controlled
or encouraged to conserve the simplicity and limited palette of characteristics within the
Limestone Plateau areas, and strengthen local variations. With regard to new infrastructure, it
notes that vertical elements gain visual prominence in the flat, open landscape forming notable
landmark features and recommends that open horizons should be conserved and new
development that punctuates the horizons avoided. It also notes the opportunity to create iconic
landmark features provided it is appropriately sited and designed. This accords with the
discussion above which notes opportunity for one development of large turbines heights and
medium size number of turbines rather than multiple disparate groupings.
The low- moderate sensitivity of the Limestone Plateau overall suggests that they could have
capacity for occasional wind turbine developments (note that small geographical area of this type
will limit opportunities for more than one development) provided that they are sensitively located.
Any development should consider the following guidance:
•

12

Be well located within the plateau and avoid plateau edges and valley crests for example with
the adjacent scarp slopes (15d – Duddington to Easton on the Hill) and skyline of the of the
Welland Valley;

Current Landscape Character Strategy and Guidelines
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•
•
•
•

Consider visual relationship with the sensitive Wooded Limestone Hills and Valleys(11a King’s
Cliffe) to the south and west;
Relate to existing patterns in the landscape, notably the regular, geometric framework;
Relate to existing building or development, such as the disused airfields;
Respect the setting of the setting of Easton on the Hill and its distinctive church tower and
the small village of Collyweston;

East Northamptonshire
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LCT 11: Wooded Limestone Hills and Valleys
The Woodland Limestone Hills and Valleys is a distinctive landscape in the north of East
Northamptonshire. There is only one character area; the entire area is within East
Northamptonshire.

Character Areas:
11a:

King’s Cliffe Hills and Valleys

Key Landscape Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a series of broad valleys and broad low hills, dipping gradually to the east;
limited long distance views due to screening effect of landform and woodland blocks;
Willow Brook provides the main drainage feature, dammed in a number of places to form a
series of lakes with other minor tributaries also draining the area;
predominance of arable land with areas of improved pasture and calcareous grassland
frequent along watercourses;
arable fields frequently large in scale, whilst grazed pastures and calcareous grassland are
generally smaller in scale;
fields a mixture of regular and sub regular shapes enclosed mainly by low to medium height
well trimmed hedgerows with infrequent hedgerow trees;
limited limestone walls evident across the landscape;
significant woodland cover of varying composition with large areas designated as ancient
woodland;
villages of varying size generally located on lower slopes adjacent to watercourses;
elsewhere, the area is thinly settled with farms and individual dwellings;
country houses and gardens, although limited, are important features in the landscape; and
communication routes principally confined to minor roads connecting small settlements and
individual dwellings, and frequently aligned adjacent to watercourses.
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Landscape Sensitivity Assessment Matrix
Criteria

Lower sensitivity

Higher sensitivity
M-H

Landform shape
and scale

An undulating landscape, with landform features resulting from erosion by
the watercourses creating broad valleys between more elevated areas
forming low hills rising to 100m ASL. The valley of the Willow Brook forms
a key landform feature. The most prominent landform feature is the
wooded ridgeline to the north west of King’s Cliffe. The landform features,
while not dramatic, offer a striking contrast to the neighbouring plateau
areas.
The varied undulating landform of low hills and valleys is considered to be
of moderate – high sensitivity.
M-H
Arable cultivation dominates, in large regular fields. Smaller fields of
improved pasture and unimproved calcareous grassland are frequent along
watercourses, on gently sloping land and surrounding villages.

Land cover pattern,
enclosure and
openness

Woodland is a significant characteristic of the landscape type, in particular
along the northern edge where extensive woodland blocks are associated
with the ancient Rockingham Forest. A number of ancient woodlands.
The pattern of vegetation is mixed. Large scale open arable areas are not a
feature broken up by areas of woodland, which in combination with the
landform creates a more enclosed character. Sensitivity is judged to be
moderate - high.
H

Presence of human
scale features,
including
settlement

Villages are scattered though the Wooded Limestone Hills and Valleys.
These are mostly intact vernacular settlements characterised by the warm
golden stone and stone churches with spires (frequently prominent in
views) with a strong historic resonance. Beyond the villages the landscape
is thinly settled. There is a network of relatively minor roads, with a small
section of the A43 (T). Many roads are sinuous narrow lanes with grass
verges. Infrastructure elements are generally limited within the landscape,
apart from a section of dismantled railway.
The presence of large numbers of intact vernacular settlements and
absence of other infrastructure elements create a very human scale
landscape which is judged to be highly sensitive.
M
Long distance views, although apparent, are in places, restricted by
significant woodland blocks on the horizon.

Skylines and
intervisibility

The area does not form a key skyline. From the northern edge where there
are views out over the Welland valley. There is also intervisibilty with the
adjacent plateau landscapes and valley slopes. Overall sensitivity is judged
to be moderate.
H

Perceptual
qualities

A landscape characterised by a strong and uniform pattern of hedged fields
and woodland, resulting in a simple character. Landform and vegetation
frequently restrict the large scale of the landscape.
A very rural landscape, with absence of infrastructure resulting in high
levels of tranquillity. A peaceful and secluded rural landscape.
The strong rural character, tranquillity and intact settlement of limestone
villages create a distinctive landscape which is highly sensitive.
H

Historic landscape
character

There are a number of visible historic features evident across the Wooded
Limestone Hills and Valleys. The main areas being Deene Park (Grade II
registered parkland) and Apethorpe Hall (Grade I listed late 15th century
manor house). There are limited areas of ridge and furrow scattered
through the landscape. Two Bronze Age cairns are located within Wakerley
Great Wood. Areas of non registered parklands (relict surviving park
(Blatherwycke) and medieval deer parks (King’s Cliffe).
The area contains a number of HLT’s 12: Woodlands, 6: Fragmented
Parliamentary Enclosures, 7: Large modern fields, 4: Pre nineteenth
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century parliamentary enclosure.
The time depth of this area, association with the ancient hunting forest and
presence of heritage features is judges to be of high sensitivity.
H

Scenic qualities
and values

This is a distinctive landscape. The patterns of ancient woodland
interspersed with arable farmland, and pasture along watercourses are
evocative of the area’s history. The landscape is generally in good
condition. Parklands and the influence these have over the surrounding
landscape in the form of woodlands, increased tree cover, and estate
village architecture are also an important factors contributing to the visual
appeal of the landscape.
Recreational opportunities are limited. They include the Rights of Way and
the woodlands managed by the Forestry Commission which include
recreation facilities.
This is a distinctive, valued landscape in good condition. It is therefore
judged to be highly sensitive.
H

Discussion on
landscape
sensitivity

Sensitivity to
different turbine
heights

Overall, the sensitivity of the Wooded Limestone Hills and Valleys to wind
turbines is judged to be high, by virtue of the undulating landform,
enclosure created by landform and woodlands, the strong rural and tranquil
character, absence of infrastructure elements and strong time- depth,
associations with Rockingham Forest and presence of heritage features.
Very small (15-25m)

M

Small (26-50m)

H

Medium (51-75m)

H

Large (76-110m)

H

Very large (111-150m)

H

Commentary
It is considered that this landscape is highly sensitive to all by the
very smallest ‘domestic scale turbines’. These very small turbines
would need to be closely related to existing (farm) buildings.

Sensitivity to
different turbine
size cluster

Single turbine

M

Small (<5 turbines)

H

Medium (6-10)

H

Large (11-25)

H

Very large (>25)

H

Commentary
The nature of this landscape means that it is highly sensitive to all
sizes of turbine cluster, apart from single turbines in the ‘very
small’ height category.

Guidance
The landscape strategy 13 for this landscape type notes the need to “conserve the small scale and
enclosed character of the peaceful and secluded rural landscape”.
In landscape terms, the high sensitivity means that this landscape is not appropriate for
developments of wind turbines, apart from occasional single, very small domestic scale
installations. The key sensitivities are:
•
•
•
•
13

relationship to the small vernacular villages which characterise this landscape and villages of
the adjacent limestone valleys;
small scale enclosed character;
undulating landform;

Current Landscape Character Strategy and Guidelines
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•
•
•
•

intervisibility for example views to the northern edge from across the Welland Valley;
the tranquil, rural secluded character undisturbed by infrastructure;
the significance of the site and setting of heritage assets notably Apethorpe Hall and Deene
Park as well as undesignated assets;
strong sense of time depth associated with Rockingham Forest.
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LCT 12: Limestone Valley Slopes
This landscape type forms the slopes bordering the River Nene. It is a transitional landscape
between the flat riverine landscape and the contrasting Farmed Claylands (9), Wooded Clay
Plateau (7) and Wooded Limestone Hills and Valleys (11). All of the constituent character areas
are represented within East Northamptonshire. Differences between character areas are noted in
the text.

Character Areas:
12a: Wollaston to Irchester (only a very small part in ENC), 12b: Higham Ferrers to
Thrapston, 12c: Thrapston to Warmington, 12d: Harper’s Brook, 12e: Aldwincle to
Oundle, 12f: Oundle to Nassington
Key Landscape Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

transitional landscape displaying characteristics of surrounding landscape character types;
limestone geology evident in local buildings;
gently undulating farmed slopes bordering the Nene and its principal tributaries;
expansive long distance views and wide panoramas across the valley to neighbouring
landscapes;
predominance of arable land with isolated areas of improved and semi improved pasture and
setaside land;
very sparse woodland cover comprising small deciduous and occasionally coniferous
shelterbelts limiting the sense of exposure locally;
fields predominantly large, and medium to large;
small to medium sized pasture fields conspicuous surrounding villages;
fields generally enclosed by hedgerows with intermittent mature hedgerow trees, often
showing signs of decline;
numerous villages display close relationship to landform in their morphology and orientation;
and
communication routes principally limited to direct roads parallel to the course of the main
river channel, minor roads connecting small settlements and individual dwellings running
along tributaries at right angles to the main route.
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Landscape Sensitivity Assessment Matrix
Criteria

Lower sensitivity

Higher sensitivity
M-H

Landform shape
and scale

A valley slopes carved by the action of the Nene and its tributaries. The
valley sides are typically broad and gentle, rising to a maximum elevation
of 100m ASL. There are some steeper sections. It is a transitional
landscape marking the edge of the broad river floodplain and the
neighbouring plateau landscapes. 12b Harper’s Brook is a tributary of the
Nene and forms a shallow valley landscape.
The landform which forms a transition between the floodplainand plateau is
sensitive. Wind turbines on the valley sides would be highly prominent
features.
M-H
To the east of the Nene arable farming predominates with large fields of
crops extending down the valley sides. Small pockets of pasture occur
bordering villages.
To the west of the Nene, land cover patterns are more intricate with linear
belts of semi improved and improved pasture on steeper slopes and on land
bordering water courses. Arable remains the predominant land use.

Land cover pattern,
openness and
enclosure

Few sizable or noteworthy areas of woodland, wide areas having been
cleared for farmland. The majority of woodlands are located north of
Thorpe Waterville and comprise small broadleaved copses and mixed
plantations.
Large, regular and sub regular fields are characteristic defined by low
trimmed hedgerows. A smaller scale evident in close proximity to villages.
The arable cropping and large field size means that the landscape has an
open character, notably on upper slopes. On lower slopes and Harpers
Brook Valley a more enclosed intimate character prevails due to presence of
trees and woodland.
In terms of land cover alone, the more open elevated areas are more
sensitive than the more enclosed area on lower slopes and Harper’s Brook.
These upper slopes, however, have a higher visual sensitivity.
M-H
The limestone valley slopes are in places influenced by urban areas,
although this is less the case in East Northamptonshire where they adjoin
Rushden, Raunds, Thrapston and Oundle.
The wider landscape is relatively well settled with numerous villages and
hamlets.
A more intimate and human scale is experienced along lower slopes
bordering the Nene and tributaries (Harper’s Brook).
The warm stone of the limestone villages often set around churches with
spires are distinctive features. Church spires can be seen across wide
areas.

Presence of human
scale features
including
settlement

12 b Higham Ferrars – Thrapston: Compact villages of Stanwick, Ringstead
and Denford, each developing around a central church. Strong urban
influence at borders with Higham Ferrers, Raunds and Thrapston. Pylon
lines and A45(T) are a further urbanising influence.
12 c Thrapston – Warmington: Linear villages have developed in close
proximity to watercourses – Titchmarsh, Polopit, Barnwell and Polebrook,
with compact settlemenst at Warmington and Thorpe Waterville. Urban
areas are limited to the edge of Thrapston and industrial units at Polebrook.
The A605 runs through the area.
12 d Harper’s Brook: reasonably well settled with villages of Lowick,
Sudborough and Brigstock occupying lower valley slopes.
12 e Aldwincle – Oundle: Relatively well settled, including a number of
villages on lower and mid slopes of the valley side such Aldwincle and
Waddenhoe.
12 f Oundle – Nassington: Small village settlements are closely associated
with watercourses and located on lwer valley slopes. The majority of
villages take on a linear form including Fotheringhay, Southwick and
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Cotterstock. Woodnewton has developed around a circular route. The
landscape is sparsely settled outside the villages.
The presence of large numbers of small, compact, intact villages often
centred around a church with a distinctive spire means this landscape has
higher sensitivity. There are lower sensitivities in association with the
larger urban areas in the southern parts of East Northamptonshire.
M-H
The land shelves gently to the Nene. From elevated areas, wide views are
possible over the landscape to the course of the valley and beyond into
neighbouring landscapes.

Skylines and
intervisibility

On upper slopes, the landscape is perceived as relatively open – the
absence of woodland and trees increasing opportunities for long distance
views.
By contrast, the on lower slopes towards the Nene and its tributaries (e.g.
Harper’s Brook) views are more limited and a more intimate and human
scale is experienced.
The role of these valley slopes in providing the backdrop to the Nene valley
and tributaries means that they are frequently prominent in views forming
the skyline and horizon. They are therefore sensitive.
M-H

Perceptual
qualities

A landscape characterised by gently undulating, productive farmland with
land shelving gently to the Nene. Perceptual experience varies from open
and exposed on upper slopes with long distance views and more enclosed,
intimate and human scale on lower slopes and bordering the Nene and
tributaries. A quiet, rural character prevails across many areas. These
qualities are considered to be sensitive.
M
The HLCA defines a number of LCTs within the Nene Valley, mainly 19th
century parliamentary enclosure, but also including 19th century non
parliamentary enclosure and large modern fields.
Few visible historic monuments or features evident, but several areas of
ridge and furrow with particular concentrations around Titchmarsh,
Aldwincle and Wadenhoe.

Historic landscape
character

Historic country houses and their landscapes, grounds and gardens
represent an important heritage resource in some areas:
12c Thrapston – Warmington: Grade II listed Barnwell manor, with
earthwork remains of formal garden attached to former late medieval
manor. Ruins of medieval Barnwell castle plus Lilford Hall and Polebrook
Hall.
12 f Oundle – Fotheringhay: Southwick Hall, a 14th century manor house is
open to the public.
There are relatively few visible historic monuments, although the areas of
ridge and furrow and the sites and settings of the historic buildings and
parklands are sensitive. Impacts will need to be considered on a case by
case basis.
M
A transitional landscape between the flat riverine landscape and the
contrasting landscapes of the Farmed Claylands (9), Wooded Clay Plateau
(7) and Wooded Limestone Hills and Valleys (11) and display characteristics
of each.

Scenic qualities
and values
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Includes parts of, and forms the backdrop, to the Nene Valley NIA. A quiet
rural character prevails over much of the area.
The area includes parts of the Nene Way. In the wider landscape, public
rights of way provide a limited network. Fermyn Woods Country Park, within
the Harper’s Brook Character Area (12 d) is an important recreation resource
with trails to Fermyn Wood and visitor facilities. Fotheringhay church and
castle are also popular visitor attractions within the Oundle – Nassigton
character area (12f).
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M-H

Discussion on
landscape
sensitivity

Overall, landscape sensitivity to wind turbines is judged to be moderate –
high. This largely relates to the role of the slopes as the backdrop to the
Nene valley and the importance of the valley crests as the skyline.
Furthermore the densely settled character, comprising compact vernacular
limestone villages and their rural setting are also of high sensitivity and the
more intimate, enclosed character associated with the lower valley slopes.
Aspects of lower sensitivity include the relatively large scale open arable
character although these largely coincide with the more elevated areas.
Similarly, there may also be areas of lower sensitivity in relation to urban
areas where they adjoin the valley slopes and/or associated with main road
routes.

Sensitivity to
different turbine
heights

Sensitivity to
different turbine
cluster sizes

Very small (15-25m)

L

Small (26-50m)

M

Medium (51-75m)

H

Large (76-110m)

H

Very large (111-150m)

H

Commentary
While there may be capacity for the smaller height turbines for
example in relation to existing farm buildings/settlements, it is
considered that turbines larger than 25m height would break
skylines and be intrusive in the views across the valley slopes and
views from the Nene and tributaries. On upper slopes there is
potential for large turbines to appear very ‘out of scale’ with the
valley setting.
Single turbine

M

Small (<5 turbines)

H

Medium (6-10)

H

Large (11-25)

H

Very large (>25)

H

Commentary
While there may be capacity for single turbines of the smallest
height class, larger clusters of turbines would not be appropriate in
this quiet, rural landscape which is so important as the backdrop
and setting to the river valleys.

Guidance
The landscape strategy 14 for this area notes that “New development… should conserve and
enhance the diversity of this productive rural landscape”. Integration with the local landform is
important.
The moderate-high sensitivity means that the Limestone Valley Slopes have little capacity for
wind turbine developments. Any development should consider the following sensitivities and
guidance:
•
•
•
•
•
•

14

Avoid skylines and crest in views from the Nene valley, including areas of more complex
valley land from
Respect the setting of the small vernacular rural villages which characterise this landscape;
Maintain the special perceptual qualities associated with the valley slopes notably the areas of
quiet rural character;
Respect the setting of churches in the landscape and avoid conflict with the church spires
which are a particular feature of this area;
Consider impacts on significance on the site and setting of key historic assets both within and
on the edges of the area;
Consider impacts on the Nene Valley NIA

Current Landscape Character Strategy and Guidelines
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LCT 15: Farmed Scarp Slopes
This landscape type forms the slopes bordering the Welland Floodplain marking the northern edge
of East Northamptonshire. Three of the constituent character areas are represented within East
Northamptonshire, albeit only a small part of 15b.

Character Areas:
15b: Cottingham to Harringworth
15c: Harringworth to Duddington
15d: Duddington to Easton on the Hill
Key Landscape Characteristics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

relatively steep elevated northwest facing scarp slope;
sense of elevation with dramatic panoramic views over the Welland to neighbouring
Leicestershire and Rutland;
relief often makes the scarp slopes poorly suited to arable farming although gentler slopes
are often cultivated;
limited areas of calcareous and neutral grassland and linear belts of woodland mark
particularly steep slopes;
distinct break of slope and steep landform often marks a clear transition with neighbouring
upland landscapes;
gentler landform on lower slopes;
limited settlement, generally found on the fringes of the landscape spilling over from
neighbouring ‘upland’ landscapes and extending up from the adjacent lowland vale;
where present, neat hedgerows emphasise landform features;
widespread ridge and furrow evident in areas of permanent pasture; and
castles sited to exploit strategic positions overlooking the vale.
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Landscape Sensitivity Assessment Matrix
Criteria

Lower sensitivity

Higher sensitivity
H

The scarp represents an abrupt face and rises in a concave profile from the low flat
landscapes bordering the Welland.

Landform shape
and scale

The scarp in East Northants varies in height from between 120 and 20m ASL where
it directly borders the floodplain of the Welland.
Strong visual prominence.
Steeper portions tend to be located at the top of the slope becoming gentler on the
lower slopes merging into the lowland landscapes bordering the river.
Slope profiles tend to be smooth.
H
Land use/cover varies across the scarp slopes, often reflecting local landform
conditions. Permanent pasture and woodland tend to be located on steeper slopes,
with arable farmland on gentler slopes, notably to the north (15d).

Land cover
pattern, enclosure
and openness

Steeper parts of the scarp are cloaked in woodland and form a dark textural
backdrop in views from the vale. The influence of woodland in the neighbouring
plateau is also important where they line the top of the scarp slopes – adding to its
visual prominence.
Trees and hedgerows emphasise the landform features and create visual cohesion
across the landscape. Hedgerows divide some stretches of the slope into a neat
patchwork of fields.
Varied sense of openness and enclosed small scale landscape contrasting with open
panoramic views out over the vale.
M-H
The scarp slopes are thinly settled with only a small number of villages.
Harringworth and Wakerley (15C) are small linear villages developed along the lower
valley slopes - both designated as Conservation Areas. Duddington and Collyweston
are small villages to the north (15b) both are Conservation Areas.

Presence of
human scale
features, including
settlement

The church spire at Wakerley forms a prominent local feature and Collyweston
Church is prominent on the horizon. .
Only a small number of farms and houses creating extensive areas of rural
agricultural character.
Communication routes comprise narrow rural lanes, often steep and enclosed by
hedgerows
The Welland Viaduct over the floodplain is a prominent feature and the rail line
follows the gradient of the scarp in cuttings and embankments.
H

Skylines and
intervisibility

A dramatic and prominent landscape feature in view from the Welland and adjacent
lowland landscapes – forms a distinctive skyline and a backdrop to views. From the
upper scarp there are wide views out over the surrounding landscapes – long
distance views over Leicestershire.
H

Perceptual
qualities

A dramatic and prominent feature. Texture and pattern created by woodland,
permanent pasture and area of arable land.
Long views and sense of exposure from some areas.
Strong sense of place and rural character.
M-H

Historic landscape
character

Medieval fortified sites occupy elevated land – taking advantage of this strategic
position overlooking the vale (note limited expression of these sites in east
Northamptonshire).
A relatively rich area of ridge and furrow survives on steep land, around villages.
Occasional small vernacular villages as at Harringworth, Wakerley, Duddington and
Collyweston – have a historic character (Conservation Area).
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H

Scenic qualities
and values

The scarp is a distinctive and recognisable feature. While not particularly high or
steep, it offers a striking contrast to the more subtle landform features elsewhere in
East Northants. An area of high scenic quality created by its mixt of permanent
pasture and woodland and landform offering panoramic views out and forming a
distinctive backdrop.
Sections of rights of way descend the valley slopes (including Jurassic Way and
Hereward Way)
H

Discussion on
landscape
sensitivity

Sensitivity to
different turbine
heights

The Farmed Scarp is highly sensitive to wind turbine development by virtue of the
dramatic landform and its role as a rural backdrop and undeveloped skyline for a
wide area. The small scale landscape pattern of pasture, woodlands and patchwork
of fields create an intimate enclosed landscape across much of the scarp. The
presence of occasional small scale historic villages and absence of existing modern
infrastructure all increase sensitivity.
Very small (15-25m)

M

Small (26-50m)

H

Medium (51-75m)

H

Large (76-110m)

H

Very large (111-150m)

H

Commentary
It is judged that this landscape is highly sensitive to all by the very smallest
‘domestic scale turbines’. These very small turbines would need to be
closely related to existing (farm) buildings within the landscape and
avoiding breaching the skyline.

Sensitivity to
different turbine
size cluster

Single turbine

M

Small (<5 turbines)

H

Medium (6-10)

H

Large (11-25)

H

Very large (>25)

H

Commentary
The nature of this landscape means that it is highly sensitive to all sizes of
turbine cluster, apart from single turbines in the ‘very small’ height
category.

Guidance
The landscape strategy 15 for this landscape type notes that “new development, change and land
management practices should be encouraged to conserve and enhance the bold and distinctive
character of the Farmed Scarp Slopes. In view of the highly visible nature of the escarpment
from adjacent lowland areas, development that could adversely affect the mosaic and balance of
land uses across the slope should be avoided. Breaching of the skyline by prominent buildings or
structures should also be avoided, in particular, as this would dominate views and could distort
the perceived scale of the escarpment”.
In landscape terms, the high sensitivity means that this landscape is not appropriate for
developments of wind turbines, apart from occasional single, very small domestic scale
installations. The key sensitivities are:
•
•
•
•

15

relationship to the occasional small vernacular villages which characterise the scarp;
the undeveloped scarp top and its importance in wider views;
the perceived scale of the scarp which could be disrupted by any large scale vertical
structure;
intervisibility for example views to from cross the Welland Valley and Leicestershire;

Current Landscape Character Strategy and Guidelines
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LCT 18: Broad River Valley Floodplain
The landscape type occurs along the valley floor of two rivers; the Nene as it flows south-west –
north-east through East Northamptonshire, and the Welland marking the northern boundary of
the County.

Character Areas: 18d: The Nene – Billing Wharf to Woodford Mill, 18e: The Nene – Woodford

Mill to Thrapston, 18f:The Nene – Thrapston to Cotterstock, 18g:The Nene –
Cotterstock to Warmington, 18h: The Nene – Warmington to Wansford, 18j:
The Welland – Cottingham to Wakerley, 18k: The Welland – Tixover to
Wothorpe

Key Landscape Characteristics
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

broad, flat and predominantly wide floodplain surrounded by rising landform of adjacent
landscape types;
river channel with slow flowing watercourse with limited bank side vegetation in areas;
predominance of unimproved pasture with pockets of both neutral and improved grassland
and scattered arable land in fields of varying size; arable land becomes more frequent within
the western section of the Nene Valley;
limited woodland cover confined to occasional broadleaved copses scattered throughout the
floodplain;
hedgerow trees, although infrequent, are an important feature where they do occur, creating
localised well treed areas;
hedgerows are generally overgrown and reinforced with post and wire fencing with
intermittent sections showing evidence of decline;
settlement is very limited within the floodplain with a sequence of small nucleated villages on
the lower valley slopes, along the western section of the River Nene;
wider settlement pattern of scattered farmsteads and individual dwellings;
urban influences arising from the proximity of large urban areas and associated road
infrastructure on the perimeter of some sections of the floodplain;
minor roads generally cross the floodplain landscape at right angles to the river, with major
roads also following the valley course and marking the boundary of the type;
evidence of long periods of gravel extraction and restoration within the Nene Valley,
particularly along the middle section of the Valley, with patterns of restored landscapes with
numerous areas of wetland and lakes; and
significant recreational activities within the Nene Valley landscape, mainly focused on the
restored lakes.
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Landscape Sensitivity Assessment Matrix
Criteria

Lower sensitivity

Higher sensitivity

L-M

Landform shape
and scale

Broad flat and wide floodplain. Some of the lowest areas in the county,
heights of only 20m ASL. In localised areas, particularly within East
Northamptonshire, the floodplain is narrower and surrounded by rising
landform, such as areas of the Nene adjacent to the Limestone Valley
Slopes or Welland valley where it is contained by the Farmed Scarp Slopes.
Considering landform alone, the wide flat valley floodplain is less sensitive
to wind turbines.
L-M

Land cover pattern,
enclosure and
openness

The river channels of the floodplain are intrinsic to character. Chains of
former sand and gravel pits characterise the Nene, some flooded to form
lakes and with dense regeneration of vegetation. Generally a dominance of
grassland, including calcareous grassland. Arable fields are also scattered
through parts of the Nene and characteristic of the Welland. Woodland
blocks of significant size are absent, with tree cover restricted to small
broadleaved copses and areas of young tree planting. Overall a sense of
openness prevails.
The more open character which prevails along much of the floodplain is not
sensitive. The more enclosed, intimate and complex area of woodland, and
grassland are more sensitive.
M

Presence of human
scale features
including
settlement

Settlement is generally restricted to a small number of scattered dwellings
and farmhouses and associated river building such as mills. There are
however frequent settlements on the edges of the floodplain in the
adjoining landscape type (e.g. Limestone Valley Slopes). The southern part
of the Nene floodplain in ENC is also bordered by urban areas such as at
Irthlingborough, Rushden, Higham Ferrers, Thrapston, Oundle. Adjacent to
the main towns infrastructure including main roads, industrial units etc. are
features of the floodplain.
There are numerous recreational opportunities within the floodplains.
In terms of settlement, the floodplains have varying sensitivity – high in the
remoter rural areas or where they are bordered by the small vernacular
villages on the edge of the floodplain, and less sensitive in areas where
large scale infrastructure is already present within the floodplain.
M-H

Skylines and
intervisibility

As one of the lowest areas of the county it does not feature as a skyline but
has extensive intervisibility when viewed from the surrounding valley slopes
(e. landscape type 4, 12 and 15) and in more open areas there are often
panoramic views along the floodplain. The slopes and crests of these
adjacent landscapes are highly sensitive – forming prominent skylines
above the floodplain where any tall structure would appear very dominant.
In terms of intervisibility the floodplains are considered to be of moderate –
high sensitivity.
M

Perceptual
qualities

Contrasting agricultural uses and riparian vegetation, interspersed with
wetland landscape create a patchwork of colours. There is a strong
landscape pattern. While large areas are quite and inaccessible, a busier
and intrusive character prevails where urban centres are in close proximity.
Many areas well managed, with others degraded by mineral extraction or
with inappropriate or incomplete restoration.
Sensitivity thus varies again, higher in quiet, rural areas and lower where
there is greater intrusion. Moderate overall.

Historic landscape
character
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Few areas of historic interest survive. Some areas of ridge and furrow
retained in pasture and occasional examples of medieval fields. Bronze Age
burial mounds, e.g. nr Stanwick provide evidence of a more extensive
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mortuary landscape along the Nene Valley.
The area falls within a number of HCTs. 9 Flooded mineral extraction, 2
19th Century enclosure and 7: Large modern fields.
Few area of historic interest survive. This landscape is not intrinsically
sensitive in terms of historic character. Impacts on historic assets will need
to be considered on a case by case basis.
H
Whilst large areas are quiet and inaccessible, a busier and intrusive
character prevails where urban centres are in close proximity.
Scenic qualities
and values

Much of the area forms part of the Nene NIA.
The area is highly valued for recreation with numerous rights of way, plus
marinas, fishing and water activities. Caravan, camping, picnic sites,
country parks and nature reserves are a feature of the Nene Valley. The
Welland is a quiet rural, agricultural landscape.
H

Discussion on
landscape
sensitivity

Although the, the often broad flat valley landform and largely unsettled
character of much of the floodplains can accommodate tall structures (such
as pylon lines) the river valley landscapes of the Nene and Welland
generally have a high sensitivity to wind turbines. This high sensitivity
relates to:
location within views from the valley sides
the high number of sensitive features at the edge of the floodplain,
including the numerous small intact villages
valued scenic qualities and high recreational use

Sensitivity to
different turbine
heights

Sensitivity to
different turbine
cluster sizes

Very small (15-25m)

L

Small (26-50m)

M

Medium (51-75m)

H

Large (76-110m)

H

Very large (111-150m)

H

Commentary
If the valleys have technical potential for wind turbines, there would be
lower sensitivity to turbines at the smaller end of the height range for
example if well located to existing large scale structures in the river valleys
such as industrial units, main roads and urban edges. There may also be a
functional opportunity for location of small turbines in relation to building
such as visitor centres on areas of former sand and gravel extraction
(noting that there may be constraints in relation to bird interests).
Single turbine

M

Small (<5 turbines)

H

Medium (6-10)

H

Large (11-25)

H

Very large (>25)

H

Commentary
The river floodplains are generally, highly sensitive. Only occasional single
turbines of the lower height range would be appropriate.

Guidance
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The landscape strategy i for this type notes the need to “conserve and enhance the simplicity of
the quiet and open pastoral landscapes that characterise many sections of the Broad River Valley
Floodplain”.
Wind turbines on the Broad River Valley Floodplain, will largely be constrained by technical
considerations. In landscape terms along, the high sensitivity means that it will not be suitable
for large commercial schemes. Occasional single turbines at the lower end of the height scale
maybe appropriate in areas where there is existing large scale infrastructure. The key
sensitivities are:
•
•
•
•

Relationship to the small vernacular villages which characterise the adjacent valley slopes;
Intervisibility across the valleys from surrounding higher land;
Areas of quiet, rural character;
The special perceptual and scenic qualities associated with the valleys – the NIA, and valued
areas for recreation with their strong sense of naturalness;
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4

Sumary and conclusions

4.1

This section presents a summary of the results of the assessment of landscape sensitivity to wind
turbine developments in East Northamptonshire. The full assessments for each relevant
landscape type should always be referred to when interpreting the maps and tables in this
chapter.

Summary of sensitivity (turbine heights)
4.2

Table 4.1 provides an overview of the overall landscape sensitivity to wind energy development
across the landscape types across East Northants. The results are also summarised on the maps
in Figures 4.1-4.6.
Table 4.1: Overall landscape sensitivity to wind energy development across Landscape
Types in East Northamptonshire (read with assessment tables)
Landscape Type

Very
small
(1525m)

Small
(2650m)

Medium
(51-75m)

Large
(76110m)

Very
large
(111150m)

Overall
Sensitivity

3. Ironstone Quarried
Plateau

L

M

M

H

H

M-H

4. Rolling Ironstone Valley
slopes

L

L

M

H

H

M-H

5. Clay Plateau

L

L

L

L

L

L

7. Wooded Clay Plateau

L

M

H

H

H

M-H

9. Farmed Claylands

L

L

L

L

L

L-M

10. Limestone Plateau

L

L

L

M

M

M

11. Wooded Limestone
Hills and Valleys

M

H

H

H

H

H

12. Limestone Valley
Slopes

L

M

H

H

H

M-H

15. Farmed Scarp Slopes

M

H

H

H

H

H

18. Broad River Valley
Floodplain

L

M

H

H

H

H
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Figure 4.2
Landscape Sensitivity to
Very Small Wind Turbines
(15-25m)
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Figure 4.3
Landscape Sensitivity to
Small Wind Turbines
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Figure 4.4
Landscape Sensitivity to
Medium Wind Turbines
(51-75m)
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Figure 4.5
Landscape Sensitivity to
Large Wind Turbines
(76-110m)
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Figure 4.6
Landscape Sensitivity to
Very Large Wind Turbines
(111-150m)
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Sensitivity of the landscape types
4.3

The summary table and maps clearly show the relatively high sensitivity of East Northamptonshire
to large scale vertical development of wind turbines. The areas of highest sensitivity are the
tranquil rural landscapes of the valleys and rural farmed landscapes, which have relatively high
levels of tranquillity and a strong local vernacular and distinctiveness. There is generally lower
sensitivity to small and very small-scale turbines across the area (i.e. those 15-50m to tip) –
especially where these small-scale turbines form part of farm complexes or businesses or related
to existing development. This is because the landscape of East Northamptonshire tends to
contain frequent human scale features and is not wholly remote or undeveloped. The only areas
where sensitivity is lower are the more open plateau and claylands, notably along the eastern
edge of East Northants where the consistent landform and openness and lack of human scale
features reduces sensitivity. Within these landscapes (9. Farmed Clay Plateau and 10. Limestone
Plateau, and the small area of 5. Clay Plateau to the west) there may be greater capacity for
small groups of the tallest turbines. In the flat open plateau areas smaller groups of the taller
turbine heights will generally fit better into the landscape than multiple groups of turbines of
different heights. Nevertheless, within all these landscapes there are localised areas of higher
sensitivity.
Table 4.2: Percentage of East Northamptonshire within each sensitivity rating

Turbine
typology

Low

Low Moderate

Moderate

Moderate –
High

High

5 Clay Plateau

9 Farmed
Claylands

10 Limestone
Plateau

3 Ironstone
Quarried
Plateau

11 Wooded
Limestone Hills and
Valleys

4 Rolling
Ironstone
Valley Slopes

15 Farmed Scarp
Slopes

Overall

7 Wooded
Clay Plateau

18 Broad River
Valley Floodplain

12 Limestone
Valley Slopes
2.0% of District

Very small
(15 – 25m)

3 Ironstone Quarried
Plateau
4 Rolling Ironstone
Valley Slopes
5 Clay Plateau

19.9% of
District

3.2% of District

49.3% of
District

22.4% of District

11 Wooded
Limestone Hills and
Valleys
15 Farmed Scarp
Slopes

7 Wooded Clay
Plateau
9 Farmed Claylands
10 Limestone
Plateau
12 Limestone Valley
Slopes
18 Broad River
Valley Floodplain
82.7% of District

East Northamptonshire
Wind turbine sensitivity study

14.1% of District

59

March 2014

Turbine
typology

Low

Small (2650m)

4 Rolling Ironstone
Valley Slopes

3 Ironstone Quarried
Plateau

5 Clay Plateau

7 Wooded Clay
Plateau

9 Farmed Claylands
10 Limestone
Plateau

Medium (5175m)

Low Moderate

Moderate

12 Limestone Valley
Slopes

Moderate –
High

High
11 Wooded
Limestone Hills and
Valleys
15 Farmed Scarp
Slopes

18 Broad River
Valley Floodplain

28.7% of District

54.0% of District

14.1% of District

5 Clay Plateau

3 Ironstone Quarried
Plateau

7 Wooded Clay
Plateau

4 Rolling Ironstone
Valley Slopes

11 Wooded
Limestone Hills and
Valleys

9 Farmed Claylands
10 Limestone
Plateau

12 Limestone
Valley Slopes
15 Farmed Scarp
Slopes
18 Broad River
Valley Floodplain

Large (76110m)

25.1% of District

5.8% of District

66.0% of District

5 Clay Plateau

10 Limestone
Plateau

3 Ironstone
Quarried Plateau

9 Farmed Claylands

4 Rolling Ironstone
Valley Slopes
7 Wooded Clay
Plateau
11 Wooded
Limestone Hills and
Valleys
12 Limestone
Valley Slopes
15 Farmed Scarp
Slopes
18 Broad River
Valley Floodplain

Very Large
(111150m)

21.9% of District

3.2% of District

71.7% of District

5 Clay Plateau

10 Limestone
Plateau

3 Ironstone
Quarried Plateau

9 Farmed Claylands

4 Rolling Ironstone
Valley Slopes
7 Wooded Clay

East Northamptonshire
Wind turbine sensitivity study
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Turbine
typology

Low

Low Moderate

Moderate

Moderate –
High

High
Plateau
11 Wooded
Limestone Hills and
Valleys
12 Limestone
Valley Slopes
15 Farmed Scarp
Slopes
18 Broad River
Valley Floodplain

21.9% of District
4.4

3.2% of District

71.7% of District

The results indicate that many of the landscape types have similar levels of sensitivity – however,
the reasons for sensitivity (and specific sensitive features) vary between landscape types and it is
therefore important to take note of the specific sensitivities for each type.

Sensitivity to turbine cluster size
4.5

The sensitivity mapping (Figures 4.7 – 4.11) illustrates the sensitivity of the landscape types to
different turbine cluster size. The figures show the findings of the assessment summarised in
Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.7
Landscape Sensitivity to
a Single Wind Turbine
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Figure 4.8
Landscape Sensitivity to
<5 Turbines
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Figure 4.9
Landscape Sensitivity to
6 - 10 Turbines
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Figure 4.10
Landscape Sensitivity to
11 - 25 Turbines
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Figure 4.11
Landscape Sensitivity to
>25 Turbines
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Table 4.3: Sensitivity to different turbine cluster size (read with overall sensitivity
assessment)
Landscape Type

Single
turbine

4.6

Small
<5
turbines

Medium
6 – 10
turbines

Large
11 – 25
turbines

Very
large
> 25

3. Ironstone Quarried
Plateau

L

M

H

H

H

4. Rolling Ironstone
Valley Slopes

L

M

H

H

H

5. Clay Plateau

L

L

L

L

L

7. Wooded Clay Plateau

L

M

H

H

H

9. Farmed Claylands

L

L

L

M

H

10. Limestone Plateau

L

L

L

M

H

11. Wooded Limestone
Hills and Valleys

M

H

H

H

H

12. Limestone Valley
Slopes

M

H

H

H

H

15. Farmed Scarp Slopes

M

H

H

H

H

18. Broad River Valley
Floodplain

M

H

H

H

H

The maps show clearly the relatively lower sensitivity of the landscape to the single and smaller
turbine cluster sizes, with the much greater sensitivity to larger groupings of turbines within all
landscapes. It is considered that there are no landscapes in East Northamptonshire that can
accommodate the largest size clusters of >25 turbines. The low sensitivity of the Clay Plateau on
the western edge of East Northamptonshire to groups of 11 – 25 turbines relates to the flat open
landscape which is sparsely settled and already disrupted by large scale infrastructure. This is
nevertheless, a relatively small area with limited capacity overall. Generally, there are lower
sensitivities to single and small groups of less than 5 turbines, however this broad conclusion
needs to be considered with the overall guidance and recommendations in relation to turbine
heights.

Conclusions
4.7

Overall, East Northamptonshire has a relatively high sensitivity to wind turbine development
although there are localised areas of moderate and lower sensitivity. The landscape types often
contain areas of higher and lower sensitivity within them - it is therefore important to take note
the content of the individual evaluations and key sensitivities and guidance. While this
assessment provides an initial indication of the relative landscape sensitivities of different areas to
wind energy development, it does not aim to comment on landscape capacity, and should not be
interpreted as a definitive statement on the suitability of a certain location for a particular
development. It is not a replacement for detailed studies for specific siting and design and all
developments will need to be assessed on their individual merits. It is also unrelated to any
Government targets for renewable energy development or studies of technical potential.
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A note on cumulative effects
4.8

i

Although most landscapes will be able to accommodate some renewable energy development of
some scale, they would become progressively more sensitive to development of a large number of
wind energy developments. It is not possible to provide a generic limit on numbers or distances
between turbines or wind energy developments and each proposal would need to consider
cumulative impacts on a case by case basis. Although this study does not consider issues of need
or capacity, it is worth noting that from a landscape point of view it may be better to have fewer
larger wind turbines than many small turbines.

Current Landscape Character Strategy and Guidelines
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